| LOOP FROM 1 TO [PRELOAD HOW MANY CHILDREN LIVE OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD] DO |
| ENDDO |
| LOOP FROM 1 TO [PRELOAD Number of people] DO |
| ENDDO |
| LOOP FROM 1 TO [PRELOAD NUMBER OF HH MEMBERS] DO |
| ENDDO |
| LOOP FROM 1 TO [PRELOAD Number of people] DO |
| ENDDO |
| LOOP FROM 1 TO [NUMBER OF HH MEMBERS] DO |
| CS001 |
| [IWER: Did the respondent consent to participate in the follow up survey?] |
| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |
| IF CS001 = 2 THEN |
| CS001_no |
| [IWER: We cannot proceed to interview without informed consent. Go back and obtain informed consent or finalizecase.] |
| EXIT |
| ENDF |
| CS004 |
| [IWER: Is selected respondent able to complete interview?] |
| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |
| IF CS004 = 2 THEN |
| CS005 |
| [IWER: Were you able to identify a proxy respondent to complete the Individual Interview for the selected respondent?] |
| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |
| IF CS005 = 1 THEN |
| [Questions CS006_a to CS006_c are displayed as a table] |
| CS006_a |
| [IWER: What is the first and last name of the proxy respondent?] |
| String |
| CS006_b |
| [IWER: What is the first and last name of the proxy respondent?] |
| String |
| CS006_c |
| [IWER: What is the first and last name of the proxy respondent?] |
| String |
| CS007 |
| What is the proxy respondent’s relationship to the selected R? |
| 2 HUSBAND/WIFE |
| 3 SON/DAUGHTER |
| 4 STEPSON/STEPDAUGHTER |
| 5 ADOPTED SON/DAUGHTER |
| 6 PERSON WAS TAKEN IN |
CS008
Does the proxy respondent live in the household?
1 Yes
2 No
ENDIF

IF CS005 = 2 THEN
nointerview
[IWER: IF THERE IS NO ONE AVAILABLE TO COMPLETE THE MAIN INTERVIEW. PLEASE
CHOOSE NEXT TO RETURN TO THE SMS AND SELECT ANOTHER RESPONDENT]
EXIT
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF ageEligible = 1 THEN
IP001_intro
Thank you very much for agreeing to take part in this interview. We really
appreciate it. If at any point you get tired or need a break, just let me
know. First, I would like to ask you some questions about yourself.

CV004
When were you born? [IWER: FOR EXAMPLE WRITE IN THE SPACE 1924]
Range: 1900..2009

IF CV004 = NONRESPONSE THEN
CV004_age
How old are you?
Range: 0..120

IF CV004_age = NONRESPONSE THEN
CV004_followup
Were you born before or after 1939. That is, are you older or younger than 70
years old? [IWER: IF THIS PERSON DOES NOT KNOW, ASK FAMILY MEMBERS. IF
NO ONE AVAILABLE THAT KNOWS ENTER YOUR BEST GUESS]
1 Before 1939 (older than 70 years old)
2 After 1939 (older than 70 years old)

IF CV004_followup = Before 1939 (older than 70 years old) THEN
CV004_followup_2
Were you born before or after 1934. That is, are you older or younger
than 75 years old?
1 Before 1934 (older than 75 years old)
2 After 1934 (younger than 75 years old)

IF CV004_followup_2 = Before 1934 (older than 75 years old) THEN
CV004_followup_3
Were you born before or after 1929. That is, are you older or younger than 80
years old?
1 Before 1929 (older than 80 years old)
2 After 1929 (younger than 80 years old)

ENDIF
ENDIF
ELSE
ENDIF
At the time of the last interview, you were. What is your present marital status?

1 Consensual union
2 Separated
3 Divorced
4 Widowed
5 Married
6 Single

IF piIP009 = EMPTY THEN

IP008
Do you have children?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

IF IP008 = 1 OR piIP009 > THEN

IP009
[At the time of the last interview, you had [PRELOAD NUMBER CHILDREN] children.] How many children do you have now, who are still alive?
Range: 0..20

ENDIF

IF piIP010 = EMPTY THEN

IP010
[At the time of the last interview, you had How many grandchildren do you have now, who are still alive?]
Integer

ENDIF

IF IP010 = 1 OR piIP011 > THEN

IP011
How many grandchildren do you have now, who are still alive?
Integer

ENDIF

IF piIP013 = EMPTY THEN

IP012
Do you have siblings?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

IF IP012 = 1 OR piIP013 > THEN

IP013
How many siblings do you have, who are still alive?
Integer

ENDIF

IF IP008 = 1 OR piIP009 > THEN

IF piIP021 > THEN

IP020a_intro
At the time of the last interview, you told us you had [PRELOAD HOW MANY CHILDREN LIVE OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD] children living outside the household. I will read to you a list, for every name I read, please tell me if the child listed still live with you or live now in a different household.

LOOP FROM 1 TO [PRELOAD HOW MANY CHILDREN LIVE OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD] DO

| PRELOAD FIRST NAME OF CHILD OUTSIDE | [PRELOAD LAST NAME CHILD OUTSIDE]
| FATHER | [PRELOAD LAST NAME CHILD OUTSIDE MOTHER]
Do you have any other children living outside your household?

| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |

Do you have any children that live outside the household?

| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |

If IP020 = 1 OR IP020b = 1 THEN

IP021

How many of your [other] children live outside this household?

Range: 0..25

Loop from [outside child counter start] to [HOW MANY CHILDREN LIVE OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD] DO

| Questions IP022_a[outsideChildCnt] to IP022_c[outsideChildCnt] are displayed as a table |

IP022_a

What is the name of the [first/second/third/4th/5th/6th/7th/8th/9th/10th/11th/12th/13th/14th/15th/16th/17th/18th/19th/20th/21st/22nd/23rd/24th/25th] child that lives outside this household? Please tell me about them from oldest to youngest

String

IP022_b

What is the name of the [first/second/third/4th/5th/6th/7th/8th/9th/10th/11th/12th/13th/14th/15th/16th/17th/18th/19th/20th/21st/22nd/23rd/24th/25th] child that lives outside this household? Please tell me about them from oldest to youngest

String

IP022_c

What is the name of the [first/second/third/4th/5th/6th/7th/8th/9th/10th/11th/12th/13th/14th/15th/16th/17th/18th/19th/20th/21st/22nd/23rd/24th/25th] child that lives outside this household? Please tell me about them from oldest to youngest

String

IP025

In what state or other country does [FIRST NAME CHILD OUTSIDE] live?

| 1 Aguascalientes |
| 2 Baja California Norte |
| 3 Baja California Sur |
| 4 Campeche |
| 5 Coahuila |
| 6 Colima |
| 7 Chiapas |
| 8 Chihuahua |
| 9 DF |
| 10 Durango |
| 11 Guanajuato |
| 12 Guerrero |
| 13 Hidalgo |
| 14 Jalisco |
| 15 México |
| 16 Michoacán |
| 17 Morelos |
| 18 Nayarit |
| 19 Nuevo León |
| 20 Oaxaca |
| 21 Puebla |
| 22 Querétaro |
| 23 Quintana Roo |
| 24 San Luis Potosí |
| 25 Sinaloa |
| 26 Sonora |
| 27 Tabasco |
| 28 Tamaulipas |
IF IP025 = 34 THEN

IP025_other
What other country do you mean?
String
ENDIF

IF IP024 > 5 OR IP024 = NONRESPONSE THEN

IP027
Does [FIRST NAME CHILD OUTSIDE] work?
1 Yes
2 No

IF language <= 3 THEN

IP028
Would you say that the financial situation of [FIRST NAME CHILD OUTSIDE] is ...
1 Excellent
2 Very Good
3 Good
4 Fair
5 Poor

ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDIF

IP006_2
What is the last level that you completed in school?
1 None
2 Primary
3 Secondary
4 Technical or commercial education
5 High school
6 Basic Teachers’ School
7 Undergraduate School
8 Graduate School

IF IP006_2 > 1 THEN

IP006_1
What is the last year that you completed in school?
Integer

ENDIF

IP030
[WER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE DEMOGRAPHICS SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

IF HMemberNumber > 1 THEN

HR001_intro
Next, I would like to know a little bit about people with whom you are currently living that are 5 years old or older.

LOOP FROM 1 TO [NUMBER OF HH MEMBERS] DO

IF RCvid <> HMemberCvid THEN

IF HMemberBirthYear

HR002
What is the relationship of [HH MEMBER NAMES] to you?

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HUSBAND/WIFE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SON/DAUGHTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>STEPSON/STEPDAUGHTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ADOPTED SON/DAUGHTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PERSON WAS TAKEN IN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>MOTHER/FATHER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>FATHER-IN-LAW/MOTHER-IN-LAW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GRANDMOTHER/GRANDFATHER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GRANDSON/GRANDDAUGHTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GREAT GRANDSON/GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SON-IN-LAW/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BROTHER/STEPBROTHER/SISTER/STEPSISTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>BROTHER-IN-LAW/SISTER-IN-LAW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>UNCLE/AUNT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>NEPHEW/NIECE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>NOT RELATED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF familyR = 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR003_a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the last grade that [HH MEMBER NAMES] completed in school?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF HR003_a != 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the last year that [HH MEMBER NAMES] completed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 1..6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF HMemberBirthYear THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does [HH MEMBER NAMES] work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF HR004 = 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many days does [HH MEMBER NAMES] work a week?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many hours does [HH MEMBER NAMES] work a day?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does [HH MEMBER NAMES] get paid...?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF HR007 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How much does [HH MEMBER NAMES] get paid?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF HR008 != RESPONSE THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would you say that it is less or more than $600 pesos?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| If HR009 = 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would you say that it is less or more than $600 pesos?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF
Would you say that it is less or more than $300 pesos?
1 Less than $300 pesos
2 More than $300 pesos

ENDIF

IF HR009 = 2 THEN

Would you say that it is less or more than $1,000 pesos?
1 Less than $1,000 pesos
2 More than $1,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDF
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ENDIF

ENDDO

HR012
IWER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE
HOUSEHOLD ROSTER?
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

ENDIF

GH001
Now I have some questions about your health. Would you say your health is...
1 Excellent
2 Very Good
3 Good
4 Fair
5 Poor

IF language < = 3 THEN

IF Rbirthyear > = 1918 AND Rbirthyear < = 1943 THEN

IWER: PLEASE SHOW RESP THE CARD FOR QUESTION GHO30] Please look at this ruler
which has a scale from 0 to 100. When I ask you a question I'd like for
you to give me a number from 0 to 100, where '0' means that you think
there is absolutely no chance that something will happen, and '100' means
that you think that something is absolutely sure to happen. Now let's
practice. Can you show me on the ruler how sure you are that it is going
to rain tomorrow? [IWER: THE RESPONDENT CAN INDICATE WITH A PENCIL OR
WITH THE FINGER]

GH030
What do you think are the chances that you will live to be at least [80/85
90/95/100]? [IWER: SHOW RULER, AND ENTER NUMBER R PICKED FROM SHOWCARD]
Range: 0..100

ENDIF

GH004
Has a doctor or medical personnel ever told you that you have a disease or
medical condition?
1 Yes
2 No

IF GH004 = 1 THEN
[Questions GH005 to GH005_other are displayed as a table]

GH005
Which ones?
1 Hypertension or high blood pressure
2 Diabetes or a high blood sugar level
3 Cancer or a malignant tumor, excluding minor skin cancer
4 Respiratory illness, such as asthma or emphysema
5 Heart attack
6 Stroke
7 Arthritis or rheumatism
8 Liver or kidney infection
9 Tuberculosis
10 Pneumonia
11 Other, please specify

 GH005_other
Memo
ENDIF

GH006
Do you often suffer from pain?
1 Yes
2 No

IF GH006 = 1 THEN

GH007
How strong is the pain most of the times?
1 Mild
2 Moderate
3 Severe
ENDIF

GH010
On average during the last month, have you exercised or done hard physical work three or more times a week? Includes various activities such as sports, heavy household chores, or other physical work.
1 Yes
2 No

GH011
Have you ever smoked cigarettes? Include more than 100 cigarettes or 5 packs in your lifetime. Do not include pipes or cigars.
1 Yes
2 No

IF GH011 = 1 THEN

GH012
Do you smoke cigarettes now?
1 Yes
2 No

IF GH012 = 1 THEN

[Questions GH013 to GH013_a are displayed as a table]

GH013
About how many cigarettes or packs do you usually smoke in a day? [IER: A PACK HAS 20 CIGARETTES APPROXIMATELY] per day:
1 Cigarettes
2 Packs

GH013_a
About how many cigarettes or packs do you usually smoke in a day?
Range: 0..100

ENDIF

ENDIF

GH014
Do you ever drink any alcoholic beverages such as beer, wine, liquor, or aguardiente?
1 Yes
2 No

IF GH014 = 1 THEN
In the last month, about how many days a week have you had any alcohol to drink? [IWER: NONE OR LESS THAN ONE PER WEEK MARK “0.”]
Range: 0..70

IF GH015 > THEN

On the days you drank alcoholic beverages in the last month, about how many drinks did you have per day?
Range: 0..300

ENDIF

IF language < = 3 THEN

Now I have some questions about how you felt during the past three months.

Have you had feelings of being sad, blue, or depressed for two weeks or more during the past 3 months?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Did not feel depressed because on antidepressant medication

IF GH017 = 1 THEN

Please think back to that two-week period during the last 3 months when you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed.

During that time, did the feelings of being sad, blue, or depressed usually last all day long, most of the day, about half of the day, or less than half of the day?
1 All day long
2 Most of the day
3 About half of the day
4 Less than half of the day

IF GH019 = 1 OR GH019 = 2 THEN

During that time, did you feel sad, blue, or depressed every day, almost every day, or less often than that?
1 Every day
2 Almost every day
3 Less often than that

IF GH020 = 1 OR GH020 = 2 THEN

During that time that you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed, did you lose interest in most things? [IWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS SHE/HE HAS NO INTEREST IN THINGS: REPEAT QUESTION ADDING: “...more than is usual for you.”]
1 Yes
2 No

(During that time that you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed,) did you ever feel more tired out or did you have less energy than is usual for you?
1 Yes
2 No

(During that time that you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed,) did you lose your appetite?
1 Yes
2 No

IF GH023 = 2 THEN

Were you hungrier than normal during that period of time that you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed?
1 Yes
2 No
(During that time you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed,) did you have more trouble falling asleep than you usually do?
1 Yes
2 No

IF GH025 = 1 THEN

GH026
| (During that time that you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed,) Did that happen every night, nearly every night, or less often|
| 1 Every night |
| 2 Nearly every night |
| 3 Less often |

ENDIF

GH027
| (During that time that you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed,) did you have a lot more trouble concentrating than usual? |
| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |

GH028
| People sometimes feel down on themselves, no good or worthless. |
| During that time you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed, did you feel this way? |
| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |

GH029
| (During that time that you were feeling sad, blue, or depressed,) did you think a lot about death- either your own, someone else’s, or death in general? |
| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |

GH032
[IFER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE DEPRESSION SECTION?]
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Most of the time
4 Section was responded by a proxy

HL001
Now we would like to ask you about your health since the last time we interviewed you. Compared with your health since we last talked to you, would you say that your health is better now, about the same, or worse?
1 Better now
2 About the same
3 Worse

IF Hypertension or high blood pressure IN piGH005 THEN

HL002
| Our records from your last interview show that you have had high blood pressure or hypertension. |
| 1 YES |
| 3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE CONDITION |
| 4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, DOES NOT HAVE THE CONDITION |
| 5 NO |

IF HL002 = 1 OR HL002 = 3 THEN

HL003
| Compared to when we last interviewed you, is your high blood pressure better, worse, or is it about the same as it was then? |
| 1 Better |
2 Worse
3 About the same

ENDIF

ENDIF

HL004
Since we last interviewed you, have you had your blood pressure checked by a
doctor or nurse?
1 Yes
2 No

IF HL004 = 1 THEN
[Questions HL005_month to HL005_year are displayed as a table]

HL005_month
When did you last have it checked?
1 January
2 February
3 March
4 April
5 May
6 June
7 July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
12 December

HL005_year
When did you last have it checked?
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF

IF Diabetes or a high blood sugar level IN piGH005 THEN

HL006
Our records from your last interview show that you have had diabetes or high
blood sugar.
1 YES
3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE CONDITION
4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, HAS THE CONDITION
5 NO

IF HL006 = 1 OR HL006 = 3 THEN

HL007
In what year was your diabetes first diagnosed?
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF Cancer or a malignant tumor, excluding minor skin cancer IN piGH005 THEN

HL008
Our records from your last interview show that you have cancer.
1 YES
3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE
CONDITION
4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, HAS THE CONDITION
5 NO

IF HL008 = 1 THEN

HL009
Since the last interview, has a doctor told you that you had a new cancer
or malignant tumor, excluding minor skin cancer?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF Respiratory illness, such as asthma or emphysema IN piGH005 THEN

HL010
Our records from your last interview show that you have chronic lung disease
such as chronic bronchitis or emphysema.

1 YES

3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE CONDITION

4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, HAS THE CONDITION

5 NO

ENDIF

IF Heart attack IN piGH005 THEN

HL011

Our records from your last interview show that you have had a heart attack, coronary heart disease, angina, congestive heart failure, or other heart problems.

1 YES

3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE CONDITION

4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, HAS THE CONDITION

5 NO

IF HL011 = 1 OR HL011 = 3 THEN

HL012

Since the last interview, have you had any angina or chest pains due to your heart?

1 Yes

2 No

ENDIF

ENDIF

HL013

Since we last interviewed you, has a doctor told you that you have congestive heart failure?

1 Yes

2 No

IF Stroke in piGH005 THEN

HL014

Our records from your last interview show that you have had a stroke.

1 YES

3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE CONDITION

4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, HAS THE CONDITION

5 NO

IF HL014 = 1 OR HL014 = 3 THEN

HL015

Since the last interview, has a doctor told you that you had another stroke?

1 Yes

2 No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF piGH017 = 1 OR piGH017 = 3 THEN

HL016

Our records from your last interview show that you have had some emotional, nervous or psychiatric problems.

1 YES

3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE CONDITION

4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, HAS THE CONDITION

5 NO

ENDIF

HL017

Since we last interviewed you, has a doctor ever told you that you have a memory-related condition?

1 Yes

2 No

IF Arthritis or rheumatism IN piGH005 THEN

HL018

Our records from your last interview show that you have had arthritis.

1 YES
3 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, BUT NOW HAS THE CONDITION
4 DISPUTES PREVIOUS WAVE RECORD, HAS THE CONDITION
5 NO
ENDIF

HL019
Have you fallen down since we last interviewed you?
1 Yes
2 No

HL020
Have you fractured your hip since we last interviewed you?
1 Yes
2 No

HL021
Since the last interview, have you had cataract surgery?
1 Yes
2 No

HL022
| [IWER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE HEALTH EVENTS SECTION?] |
| 1 Never |
| 2 A few times |
| 3 Most or all of the time |
| 4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent |

HS000
Now I am going to ask you some questions about your health care services.

IF cardinal( piHS002 ) > THEN

[Questions HS001 to HS001_other are displayed as a table]

| HS001 |
| Last time we interviewed you, you told us that you had the right to receive medical attention in the following place(s). |
| 1 IMSS (Seguro Social) |
| 2 ISSSTE |
| 3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO) |
| 4 Private medical insurance |
| 5 U.S. health care services |
| 6 Seguro Popular |
| 7 Ministry of Health of the State of Yucatan |
| 8 Other services, please specify |
| 9 None |

| HS001_other |
| Do you have the right to receive medical attention in...? |
| String |
ENDIF

[Questions HS002 to HS002_other are displayed as a table]

| HS002 |
| Do you currently have the right to receive medical attention [in...from any other health service that we haven't talked about already]? INTERVIEWER:READ OFF CHOICES NOT MENTIONED ALREADY] |
| 1 IMSS (Seguro Social) |
| 2 ISSSTE |
| 3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO) |
| 4 Private medical insurance |
| 5 U.S. health care services |
| 6 Seguro Popular |
| 7 Ministry of Health of the State of Yucatan |
| 8 Other services, please specify |
| 9 None |

| HS002_other |
| Do you have the right to receive medical attention in [OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE THE INTERVIEWED HAS THE RIGHT TO USE] because you are...? |
| String |
| LOOP FROM 1 TO 8 DO |
| | IF healthservcounter IN HS002 AND !(healthservcounter IN HS001 ) THEN |
| | | IF healthservcounter < = 5 OR healthservcounter = 8 THEN |
| | | | [Questions HS003[healthservcounter] to HS003_other[healthservcounter] are displayed as a table] |
HS003
Do you have the right to receive medical attention from IMSS/ISSSTE, Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private medical insurance/U.S. health care services/Seguro Popular/Ministry of Health of the State of Yucatan because you are...
1 A worker
2 Affiliated on your own
3 Retired
4 Spouse of insured
5 Mother or father of insured
6 Other, please specify

HS003_other
Do you have the right to IMSS/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private medical insurance/U.S. health care services/Seguro Popular/Ministry of Health of the State of Yucatan because you are...
String

[Questions HS004[healthservcounter] to HS004_other[healthservcounter] are displayed as a table]

HS004
Do you have the right to IMSS/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private medical insurance/U.S. health care services/Seguro Popular/Ministry of Health of the State of Yucatan because you are...
2 Affiliated on your own
4 Spouse of insured
5 Mother or father of insured
6 Other, please specify

HS004_other
Do you have the right to IMSS/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private medical insurance/U.S. health care services/Seguro Popular/Ministry of Health of the State of Yucatan because you are...
String

HS016
In the last three months, have you stayed in a hospital overnight?
1 Yes
2 No

IF HS016 = Yes THEN

HS017
Including all of your hospital stays of the past three months, about how many nights did you stay in a hospital overnight?
Range: 0..365

HS018
In what type of hospital did you receive care?
1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
2 ISSSTE
3 Ministry of Health
4 IMSS Solidaridad
5 Private Clinic or hospital
6 Red cross, Green Cross
7 Other

HS019
Altogether, about how much did you pay for these hospitalizations?
Integer

IF HS019 != RESPONSE THEN

HS020
Would you say it was less or more than $1,350 pesos?
1 Less than $1,350 pesos
2 More than $1,350 pesos

IF HS020 = 1 THEN
Would you say it was less or more than $500 pesos?
1 Less than $500 pesos
2 More than $500 pesos
ENDIF
IF HS020 = 2 THEN

Would you say it was less or more than $3,000 pesos?
1 Less than $3,000 pesos
2 More than $3,000 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF

In the last three months have you seen a folk healer?
1 Yes
2 No

In the last three months, about how many times have you seen a folk healer?
Range: 1..50

Did you pay with money or in-kind?
1 Money
2 In-kind
3 Did not pay

language < 3 THEN
IF Money IN HS025 THEN

About how much did you pay on average per visit?
Integer
IF HS026 != RESPONSE THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $100 pesos?
1 Less than $100 pesos
2 More than $100 pesos
ENDIF
IF HS027 = 1 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $50 pesos?
1 Less than $50 pesos
2 More than $50 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF HS027 = 2 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos?
1 Less than $200 pesos
2 More than $200 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

In the last three months, have you been to a dentist?
1 Yes
2 No
IF HS037 = Yes THEN

HS038
In the last three months, about how many times have you been to the dentist?
Range: 1..50

HS039
Did you pay with money or in-kind?
1 Money
2 In-kind
3 Did not pay

IF Money IN HS039 THEN

HS040
Altogether, about how much did you pay for these consultations?
Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

HS041
Would you say that it was less or more than $400 pesos?
1 Less than $400 pesos
2 More than $400 pesos

IF HS041 = 1 THEN

HS042
Would you say that it was less or more than $250 pesos?
1 Less than $250 pesos
2 More than $250 pesos

ENDIF

IF HS041 = 2 THEN

HS043
Would you say that it was less or more than $700 pesos?
1 Less than $700 pesos
2 More than $700 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

HS044
In the last three months, did you have any outpatient procedures, not counting stays in the hospital?
1 Yes
2 No

IF HS044 = 1 THEN

HS045
In the last three months, about how many times did you have any outpatient procedures, not counting stays in the hospital?
Range: 1..50

HS046
Did you pay with money or in-kind?
1 Money
2 In-kind
3 Did not pay

IF Money IN HS046 THEN

HS047
Altogether, about how much did you pay for these consultations?
Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

HS048
Would you say that it was less or more than $400 pesos?
1 Less than $400 pesos
2 More than $400 pesos

IF HS048 = 1 THEN

HS049
Would you say that it was less or more than $250 pesos?
1 Less than $250 pesos
2 More than $250 pesos

ENDIF

IF HS048 = 2 THEN

HS050
Would you say that it was less or more than $700 pesos?
1 Less than $700 pesos
2 More than $700 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF
Would you say that it was less or more than $800 pesos?
1 Less than $800 pesos
2 More than $800 pesos

IF HS048 = 1 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $300 pesos?
1 Less than $300 pesos
2 More than $300 pesos

ENDIF

IF HS048 = 2 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $3,000 pesos?
1 Less than $3,000 pesos
2 More than $3,000 pesos

ENDIF

In the last three months, have you visited or consulted a doctor or medical personnel?
1 Yes
2 No

IF HS051 = 1 THEN

In the last three months, about how many times have you visited or consulted a doctor or medical personnel?
Range: 1..50

Did you pay with money or in-kind?
1 Money
2 In-kind
3 Did not pay

IF Money IN HS053 THEN

About how much did you pay on average per visit?
Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $350 pesos?
1 Less than $350 pesos
2 More than $350 pesos

IF HS055 = 1 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos?
1 Less than $200 pesos
2 More than $200 pesos

ENDIF

IF HS055 = 2 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $500 pesos?
1 Less than $500 pesos
2 More than $500 pesos

ENDIF
In the last three months, have you consulted with a pharmacist about your health?
1 Yes
2 No

In the last three months, have you not taken medications because they were too expensive?
1 Yes
2 No
3 DOES NOT TAKE MEDICATIONS

In the last three months did you have any out-of-pocket medical cost or did you have to buy any medications?
1 Yes
2 No

In the last three months, who paid most of the out-of-pocket medical costs?
1 Son/Daughter
2 Son/Daughter in law
3 Grandchildren
4 Father/mother
5 Other relative
6 Other person
7 Respondent and/or Spouse
8 Did not have expenses

In the last three months, was there at least one instance when you had a serious health problem but did not go to the doctor?
1 Yes
2 No

Please tell me the reason why did not go to the doctor when you had a serious health problem?
1 WOULD NOT HELP YOU GET BETTER
2 TOO FAR
3 DID NOT HAVE MONEY
4 DID NOT WANT TO BOTHER ANYONE TO TAKE YOU
5 AFRAID OF WHAT THE DOCTOR MIGHT FIND
6 OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY

Please tell me the reason you did not go to the doctor when you had a serious health problem?

When it comes to making important family decisions, who has the most say in decision making— you or your spouse?
1 Respondent
2 About the same
3 Spouse

Would you say you have much more say in decision making than your spouse or only somewhat more?
1 Much more
2 Some what more

IF HS068 = Spouse THEN

Would you say that he/she has much more say in decision making than you or only somewhat more?
1 Much More
2 Somewhat More

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

HS071

[QWER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE HEALTH CARE SERVICE SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

FH001

Please tell me if you have any difficulty doing each of the daily activities that I am going to read.

FH002
Do you have difficulty walking several blocks?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH002 = 1 THEN

FH002_a
Is this because of a health problem?
1 Yes
2 No

FH004
Do you have difficulty walking one block?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH004 = 1 THEN

FH004_a
Is this because of a health problem?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

ENDIF

FH006
Do you have difficulty getting up from a chair after sitting for long periods?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH006 = 1 THEN

FH006_a
Is this because of a health problem?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

FH009
Do you have difficulty when stooping, kneeling, bending, or crouching?
| 1 YES  
| 2 NO  
| 3 CAN'T DO  
| 4 DOESN'T DO  |

|  
| IF FH009 = 1 THEN  
|  
| FH009_a  
| Is this because of a health problem?  
| 1 Yes  
| 2 No  
|  
| ENDIF  

|  
| FH010  
| Do you have difficulty reaching or extending your arms above shoulder level?  
| 1 YES  
| 2 NO  
| 3 CAN'T DO  
| 4 DOESN'T DO  |

|  
| IF FH010 = 1 THEN  
|  
| FH010_a  
| Is this because of a health problem?  
| 1 Yes  
| 2 No  
|  
| ENDIF  

|  
| FH012  
| Do you have difficulty lifting or carrying objects weighing over 5kg, like a heavy bag of groceries?  
| 1 YES  
| 2 NO  
| 3 CAN'T DO  
| 4 DOESN'T DO  |

|  
| IF FH012 = 1 THEN  
|  
| FH012_a  
| Is this because of a health problem?  
| 1 Yes  
| 2 No  
|  
| ENDIF  

|  
| FH013  
| Do you have difficulty when picking up a 1 peso coin from the table?  
| 1 YES  
| 2 NO  
| 3 CAN'T DO  
| 4 DOESN'T DO  |

|  
| IF FH013 = 1 THEN  
|  
| FH013_a  
| Is this because of a health problem?  
| 1 Yes  
| 2 No  
|  
| ENDIF  

|  
| FH016  
| Please tell me if you have any difficulty with each of the activities mentioned. If you do not do any of the following activities, simply tell me. Do not include difficulties that you believe will last less than three months.  
|  
| FH014  
| Do you have difficulty getting dressed, including putting on shoes?  
| 1 YES  
| 2 NO  
| 3 CAN'T DO  
| 4 DOESN'T DO  |

|  
| IF FH014 = 1 THEN  
|  
| FH014_a  
| Is this because of a health problem?  
| 1 Yes  
| 2 No  
|  
| ENDIF
FH017
Do you have any difficulty to walk across a room?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH017 = 1 THEN

| FH017_a
| Is this because of a health problem?
| 1 Yes
| 2 No

FH022
Do you ever use equipment or devices such as a cane, walker or wheelchair when walking across a room?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

FH018
Do you have any difficulty when bathing or showering?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH018 = 1 THEN

| FH018_a
| Is this because of a health problem?
| 1 Yes
| 2 No

ENDIF

FH019
Do you have any difficulty to eat, such as cutting your food?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH019 = 1 THEN

| FH019_a
| Is this because of a health problem?
| 1 Yes
| 2 No

ENDIF

FH020
Do you have any difficulty getting into or out of bed or hammock?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH020 = 1 THEN

| FH020_a
| Is this because of a health problem?
| 1 Yes
| 2 No

ENDIF

FH023
Do you ever use equipment or devices such as a cane, walker or wheelchair with getting into or out of bed or hammock?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

FH021
Do you have any difficulty when using the toilet, including sitting on or standing up from the toilet or squatting?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Can't do
IF FH021 = 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH021_a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is this because of a health problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF FH002 = 1 OR FH004 = 1 OR FH006 = 1 OR FH009 = 1 OR FH010 = 1 OR FH012 = 1 OR FH013 = 1 OR FH014 = 1 OR FH017 = 1 OR FH018 = 1 OR FH019 = 1 OR FH020 = 1 OR FH021 = 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH135_1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please tell me who helps you with these activities? IWER: NOTE: PEOPLE WHO HELPED LAST TIME ARE ALREADY MARKED. PLEASE UNMARK IF THEY ARE NOT HELPERS ANYMORE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 [Names of people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98 No one helps me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99 Someone not on the list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| LOOP FROM 1 TO 25 DO

| IF helpLoopCntp IN FH135_1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH136_p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During the past month, about how many days did [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] help you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH137_p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On those days that [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] helped you, about how many hours per day did he/she help you? (IWER: IF LESS THAN ONE HOUR ENTER 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH138_p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did you pay [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] for helping you with this activity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| IF FH138_p = 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH139_p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During the past month, about how much did you pay [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] in total for helping you with this activity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| IF language < = 3 THEN

| IF FH139_p != RESPONSE THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FH139_pa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would you say that it was less or more than $1,200 pesos per month?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $1,200 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $1,200 pesos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| IF FH139_pa = 1 THEN
Would you say that it was less or more than $500 pesos per month?

1 Less than $500 pesos

2 More than $500 pesos

ENDIF

Would you say that it was less or more than $3,000 pesos per month?

1 Less than $3,000 pesos

2 More than $3,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF
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ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDDO
What is the relationship of [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] to you?

1. HUSBAND/WIFE
2. SON/DAUGHTER
3. STEPSON/STEPDAUGHTER
4. ADOPTED SON/DAUGHTER
5. PERSON WAS TAKEN IN
6. MOTHER/FATHER
7. FATHER-IN-LAW/MOTHER-IN-LAW
8. GRANDMOTHER/GRANDFATHER
9. GRANDSON/GRANDDAUGHTER
10. SON-IN-LAW/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
11. GREAT GRANDSON/ GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER
12. BROTHER/ STEPBROTHER/SISTER/STEPSISTER
13. BROTHER-IN-LAW/SISTER-IN-LAW
14. UNCLE/AUNT
15. NEPHEW/NIECE
16. OTHER RELATIVE
17. NOT RELATED
18. NOT RELATED

What is the gender of [WHO HELPS YOU NAME]?

1. Male
2. Female
3. CAN'T DO

Now I am going to mention other activities. Please tell me if you have any difficulty with the activities that I mention to you. If you do not do any of the following activities, simply tell me. Do not include difficulties that you believe will last less than three months.

Do you have any difficulty preparing a hot meal?

1. YES
2. NO
3. CAN'T DO
4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH039 = 1 THEN
  **FH039_a**
  Is this because of a health problem?
  1 Yes
  2 No
ENDIF

**FH040**
Do you have any difficulty shopping for groceries?
  1 YES
  2 NO
  3 CAN'T DO
  4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH040 = 1 THEN
  **FH040_a**
  Is this because of a health problem?
  1 Yes
  2 No
ENDIF

**FH041**
Do you have any difficulty taking your medications (if you take any or need to do so)?
  1 YES
  2 NO
  3 CAN'T DO
  4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH041 = 1 THEN
  **FH041_a**
  Is this because of a health problem?
  1 Yes
  2 No
ENDIF

**FH042**
Do you have any difficulty managing your money?
  1 YES
  2 NO
  3 CAN'T DO
  4 DOESN'T DO

IF FH042 = 1 THEN
  **FH042_a**
  Is this because of a health problem?
  1 Yes
  2 No
ENDIF

IF FH039 = 1 OR FH040 = 1 OR FH041 = 1 OR FH042 = 1 THEN
  **FH154_1**
  Please tell me who helps you with these activities? IWER: NOTE: PEOPLE WHO HELPED LAST TIME ARE ALREADY MARKED. PLEASE UNMARK IF THEY ARE NOT HELPERS ANYMORE.
  1 [Names of people]
  2 [Names of people]
  3 [Names of people]
  4 [Names of people]
  5 [Names of people]
  6 [Names of people]
  7 [Names of people]
  8 [Names of people]
  9 [Names of people]
  10 [Names of people]
  11 [Names of people]
  12 [Names of people]
  13 [Names of people]
  14 [Names of people]
  15 [Names of people]
  16 [Names of people]
  17 [Names of people]
18 [Names of people]

19 [Names of people]

20 [Names of people]

21 [Names of people]

22 [Names of people]

23 [Names of people]

24 [Names of people]

25 [Names of people]

98 No one helps me

99 Someone not on the list

LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO

IF helpLoopCnt2p IN FH154_1 THEN

FH155_p

During the past month, about how many days did [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] help you?

Range: 0..31

FH156_p

On those days that [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] helped you, about how many hours per day did he/she help you?

Range: 0..24

FH157_p

Did you pay [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] for helping you?

1 Yes

2 No

IF FH157_p = 1 THEN

FH158_p

During the past month, about how much did you pay [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] in total for helping you?

IF language <= 3 THEN

IF FH158_p != RESPONSE THEN

FH158_pa

Would you say that it was less or more than $1,200 pesos per month?

1 Less than $1,200 pesos

2 More than $1,200 pesos

IF FH158_pa = 1 THEN

FH158_pb

Would you say that it was less or more than $500 pesos?

1 Less than $500 pesos

2 More than $500 pesos

ENDIF

IF FH158_pa = 2 THEN

FH158_pc

Would you say that it was less or more than $3,000 pesos per month?

1 Less than $3,000 pesos

2 More than $3,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDDO

IF Someone not on the list IN FH154_1 THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO

IF helpLoopCnt2 = 1 OR FH161 = 1 THEN

[Questions FH154_a[helpLoopCnt2] to FH154_c[helpLoopCnt2] are displayed as a table]

ENDIF

ENDIF
Please tell me who helps you with these activities? We will begin with the names of your children, son/daughter-in-law, grandchildren and other people.

String

Please tell me who helps you with these activities? We will begin with the names of your children, son/daughter-in-law, grandchildren and other people.

String

Please tell me who helps you with these activities? We will begin with the names of your children, son/daughter-in-law, grandchildren and other people.

String

How old is [WHO HELPS YOU NAME]?
Range: 0..120

During the past month, about how many days did [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] help you?
Range: 0..31

On those days that [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] helped you, about how many hours did he/she help you?
Range: 0..24

IF FH161 > 10 THEN

Did you pay [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] for helping you in this activity?
[IWER: ASK ONLY OF PEOPLE AGE 12 YEARS OLD AND OLDER]

1 Yes
2 No

IF FH157 = 1 THEN

During the past month, about how much did you pay [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] in total for helping you in this activity?
Integer

IF FH158 != RESPONSE THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $1,200 pesos per month?
1 Less than $1,200 pesos
2 More than $1,200 pesos

IF FH158_a = 1 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $500 pesos per month?
1 Less than $500 pesos
2 More than $500 pesos

ENDIF

IF FH158_a = 2 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $3,000 pesos per month?
1 Less than $3,000 pesos
2 More than $3,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

What is the relationship of [WHO HELPS YOU NAME] to you?
FH160
What is the gender of [WHO HELPS YOU NAME]?
1 Male
2 Female
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

FH055
[HWR: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE FUNCTIONALITY AND HELPER SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

HH000
Now I have some questions about your assets.

IF piHH022 = YES THEN

HH222
At the time of the last interview, you told us that you owned a business or farm. Do you (and/or spouse) still own the same business or farm?
1 YES, IT IS THE SAME BUSINESS AS IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW
2 NO, IT IS A NEW BUSINESS OR FARM
3 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNED THE ASSETS IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW BUT NOW HE/SHE OWNS A BUSINESS OR FARM
4 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNED THE ASSETS IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW AND NOW HE/SHE DOES NOT OWN A BUSINESS OR FARM
5 NO, THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT OWN THE BUSINESS OR FARM ANYMORE
ELSE

HH022
Do you (and/or spouse) own a business or farm?
1 Yes
2 No
ENDIF

IF HH022 = Yes OR HH222 = 1 OR HH222 = 2 THEN

IF not(piHH203 = 2 AND HH222 = 1 ) THEN

HH023
Is this business completely paid off or do you have outstanding debts?
1 Outstanding debts
2 Totally paid

IF HH023 = Outstanding debts THEN

HH024
About how much do you still owe?

HH025
Would you say it is less or more than $7,000 pesos?
1 Less than $7,000 pesos
2 More than $7,000 pesos

IF HH025 = 1 THEN

IF HH025 = 1 THEN

HH026
Would you say it is less or more than $3,000 pesos?
1 Less than $3,000 pesos
2 More than $3,000 pesos

ENDIF

IF HH025 = 2 THEN

HH027
Would you say it is less or more than $20,000 pesos?
1 Less than $20,000 pesos
2 More than $20,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

HH028
If you were to sell your business now, how much would you (or you spouse) receive for it?

Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

IF HH028 != RESPONSE THEN

HH029
Would you say that it would be less or more than $10,000 pesos?
1 Less than $10,000 pesos
2 More than $10,000 pesos

IF HH029 = 1 THEN

HH030
Would you say that it would be less or more than $6,000 pesos?
1 Less than $6,000 pesos
2 More than $6,000 pesos

ENDIF

IF HH029 = 2 THEN

HH031
Would you say that it would be less or more than $20,000 pesos?
1 Less than $20,000 pesos
2 More than $20,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

HH033
How much income did it generate approximately in 2008 for you (and/or your spouse)? Consider income after expenses.

Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

IF HH033 != RESPONSE THEN

HH034
Would you say that it was less or more than $12,000 pesos?
1 Less than $12,000 pesos
2 More than $12,000 pesos

IF HH034 = 1 THEN

```
Would you say that it was less or more than $3,500 pesos?
1 Less than $3,500 pesos
2 More than $3,500 pesos

ENDIF

IF HH034 = 2 THEN

HH036
Would you say that it was less or more than $21,000 pesos?
1 Less than $21,000 pesos
2 More than $21,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF piHH037 = YES THEN

HH237
At the time of the last interview, you told us that you owned real estate property, such as land, vacant lots and/or properties for rent, not your main house or your second home. Do you still own the same real estate property, such as land, vacant lots and/or properties for rent?
1 YES
2 NO, THESE ARE NEW ASSETS
3 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNS ASSETS IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW BUT NOW HE/SHE OWNS ASSETS—GO TO QHH038
4 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNS ASSETS IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW AND NOW HE/SHE DOES NOT OWN ASSETS—GO TO HH056
5 NO, THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT OWN THE ASSET ANYMORE
ELSE

HH037
Excluding your main house or your second home, do you (or you spouse) own any real estate property, such as land, vacant lots and/or properties for rent?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

IF HH037 = Yes OR H237 = 1 OR H237 = 2 THEN

HH038
Is this property completely paid off or do you have outstanding debts?
1 Has outstanding debts
2 Totally paid

IF HH038 = Has outstanding debts THEN

HH039
About how much do you still owe?
Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

IF HH039 != RESPONSE THEN

HH040
Would you say that it is less or more than $20,000 pesos?
1 Less than $20,000 pesos
2 More than $20,000 pesos

IF HH040 = 1 THEN

HH041
Would you say that it is less or more than $5,000 pesos?
1 Less than $5,000 pesos
2 More than $5,000 pesos

ENDIF

IF HH040 = 2 THEN

...
Would you say that it is less or more than $40,000 pesos?
1 Less than $40,000 pesos
2 More than $40,000 pesos

If you were to sell your property now, how much would you (and/or spouse) receive for it?

If language $\leq$ 3 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH043</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you were to sell your property now, how much would you (and/or spouse) receive for it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF HH043 != RESPONSE THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you say it would be less or more than $250,000 pesos?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $250,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $250,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF HH044 == 1 THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you say it would be less or more than $70,000 pesos?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $70,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $70,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF HH044 == 2 THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you say it would be less or more than $400,000 pesos?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $400,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $400,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2008, did this property generate income for you (and/or your spouse)?
1 Yes
2 No

If language $\leq$ 3 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH047</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In 2008, did this property generate income for you (and/or your spouse)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF HH047 == Yes THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About how much income did this property generate in 2008? Consider the income before expenses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF HH048 != RESPONSE THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you say that it was less or more than $6,000 pesos?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $6,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $6,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF HH049 == 1 THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you say that it was less or more than $2,000 pesos?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $2,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $2,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF HH049 == 2 THEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Would you say that it was less or more than $8,000 pesos?
1 Less than $8,000 pesos
2 More than $8,000 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF

About how much did you spend on this property in 2008? (include possible interest payments on debts associated with the property, maintenance, utilities, etc.)

Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH052</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $2,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $2,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF HH052 = 1 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $1,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $1,000 pesos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF HH052 = 2 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH054</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Less than $3,500 pesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 More than $3,500 pesos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

Do you (and/or you spouse) have...?
1 Checking account
2 Savings account
3 Fixed term investments
4 Stocks
5 Bonds
6 Company shares
7 Jewelry
8 None of the above

LOOP FROM 1 TO 7 DO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH056</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Checking account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Savings account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Fixed term investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Company shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 None of the above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF checkingcounter IN HH056 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH057</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Currently what is the approximate total value of the[Checking/Savings/Fixed term investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]?
| Integer |

IF language < = 3 THEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH058</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Would you say it is less or more than $1,000 pesos?[Checking/Savings/Fixed term investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]
| 1 Less than $1,000 pesos |
| 2 More than $1,000 pesos |
IF HH058 = 1 THEN
  HH059
  Would you say it is less or more than $500 pesos? [Checking/Savings/Fixed term investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]
  1 Less than $500 pesos
  2 More than $500 pesos
ENDIF

IF HH058 = 2 THEN
  HH060
  Would you say it is less or more than $10,000 pesos? [Checking/Savings/Fixed term investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]
  1 Less than $10,000 pesos
  2 More than $10,000 pesos
ENDIF

IF checkingcounter != 7 THEN
  HH063_a
  In 2008, did [Checking/Savings/Fixed investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry] account earn any income?
  1 Yes
  2 No
ENDIF

IF HH063_a = 1 THEN
  HH064_aa
  How much was it approximately? [Checking/Savings/Fixed investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]
  Integer
  IF language <= 3 THEN
    IF HH064_aa != RESPONSE THEN
      IF HH064_aa != RESPONSE THEN
        HH064_a
        Would you say that it was less or more than $800 pesos? [Checking/Savings/Fixed investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]
        1 Less than $800 pesos
        2 More than $800 pesos
        IF HH064_a = 1 THEN
          HH064_b
          Would you say that it was less or more than $100 pesos? [Checking/Savings/Fixed investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]
          1 Less than $100 pesos
          2 More than $100 pesos
          ENDIF
          IF HH064_a = 2 THEN
            HH064_c
            Would you say that it was less or more than $10,000 pesos? [Checking/Savings/Fixed investments/Loans/Stocks/Bonds/Company shares/Jewelry]
            1 Less than $10,000 pesos
            2 More than $10,000 pesos
            ENDIF
            ENDIF
            ENDIF
            ENDIF
          ENDIF
        ENDIF
      ENDIF
    ENDIF
  ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
HH061 Have you or your spouse made loans out to others?
1 Yes
2 No

IF HH061 = 1 THEN

HH062 Currently what is the approximate total value of the loans you have made to others?
Integer

IF HH062 ! = RESPONSE THEN

HH016 Would you say it is less or more than $800 pesos?
1 Less than $800 pesos
2 More than $800 pesos

IF HH016 = 1 THEN

HH017 Would you say it is less or more than $250 pesos?
1 Less than $250 pesos
2 More than $250 pesos
ELSE

HH018 Would you say it is less or more than $5,000 pesos?
1 Less than $5,000 pesos
2 More than $5,000 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF

HH065 [At the time of the last interview, you told us that you owned a car, motorcycle or bicycle.] Do you (or your spouse) [still] own a:
1 Car
2 Motorcycle
3 Bicycle
4 NONE OF THE ABOVE
IF Car IN HH065 THEN

F Car IN piHH065 THEN

HH265_car Last time you told us you owned a car(s). Do you still own the same car?
1 YES
2 NO, THESE ARE NEW CAR(S)
3 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNED A CAR IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW BUT NOW HE/SHE OWNS A CAR
4 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNED A CAR IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW AND NOW HE/SHE DOES NOT OWN A CAR ANYMORE
5 NO, THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT OWN THE CAR ANYMORE
ENDIF

IF not( piHH066 = 1 AND HH265_car = 1) THEN

HH066 Has it (have they) been paid off or do you have loan(s) on the car(s) outstanding?
1 Paid off
2 Still loans outstanding

IF HH066 = 2 THEN

HH067 About how much do you still owe?
Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

IF HH067 ! = RESPONSE THEN
Would you say it is less or more than $3,500 pesos?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Less than $3,500 pesos</th>
<th>2 More than $3,500 pesos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF HH068 = 1 THEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Would you say it is less or more than $1,000 pesos?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Less than $1,000 pesos</th>
<th>2 More than $1,000 pesos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF HH068 = 2 THEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Would you say it is less or more than $7,500 pesos?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Less than $7,500 pesos</th>
<th>2 More than $7,500 pesos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

If you were to sell your car(s) today about how much money would you receive?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Integer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF language &lt; = 3 THEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Would you say it would be less or more than $15,000 pesos?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Less than $15,000 pesos</th>
<th>2 More than $15,000 pesos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF HH072 = 1 THEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Would you say it would be less or more than $8,000 pesos?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Less than $8,000 pesos</th>
<th>2 More than $8,000 pesos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF HH072 = 2 THEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Would you say it would be less or more than $20,000 pesos?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Less than $20,000 pesos</th>
<th>2 More than $20,000 pesos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Last time you told us you owned a motorcycle. Do you still own the same motorcycle?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 YES</th>
<th>2 NO, THESE ARE NEW MOTORCYCLE(S)</th>
<th>3 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNED A MOTORCYCLE IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW BUT NOW HE/SHE OWNS AMOTORCYCLE</th>
<th>4 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNED A MOTORCYCLE IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW AND NOW HE/SHEDOES NOT OWN A MOTORCYCLENOW</th>
<th>5 NO, THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT OWN THE MOTORCYCLE ANYMORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF Motorcycle IN HH065 THEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IF not( piHH075 = 1 AND HH265_motorcycle = 1) THEN

HH075
Has it (have they) been paid off or do you have outstanding loan(s) on the motorcycle(s)?
1 Paid off
2 Still loans outstanding
IF HH075 = 2 THEN

HH076
About how much do you still owe?
Integer
IF language < = 3 THEN

HH077
Would you say that it is less or more than $1,200 pesos?
1 Less than $1,200 pesos
2 More than $1,200 pesos
IF HH077 = 1 THEN

HH078
Would you say that it is less or more than $500 pesos?
1 Less than $500 pesos
2 More than $500 pesos
ENDIF
IF HH077 = 2 THEN

HH079
Would you say that it is less or more than $2,000 pesos?
1 Less than $2,000 pesos
2 More than $2,000 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF

HH080
If you were to sell your motorcycle(s) today, about how much money would you receive?
Integer
IF language < = 3 THEN

HH081
Would you say it would be less or more than $2,000 pesos?
1 Less than $2,000 pesos
2 More than $2,000 pesos
IF HH081 = 1 THEN

HH082
Would you say it would be less or more than $1,500 pesos?
1 Less than $1,500 pesos
2 More than $1,500 pesos
ENDIF
IF HH081 = 2 THEN

HH083
Would you say it would be less or more than $4,000 pesos?
1 Less than $4,000 pesos
2 More than $4,000 pesos
ENDIF
IF Bicycle IN HH065 THEN
  IF Bicycle IN piHH065 THEN
    HH265_bicycle
  ENDIF
ENDIF

Last time you told us you owned a bicycle. Do you still own the same bicycle?
1 YES
2 NO, THESE ARE NEW BICYCLE(S)
3 NO, THE RESPONDENT DISPUTES THAT HE/SHE OWNED A BICYCLE IN THE PREVIOUS INTERVIEW AND NOW HE/SHE DOES NOT OWN A BICYCLE NOW
5 NO, THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT OWN THE BICYCLE ANYMORE

HH012
If you were to sell your bicycle(s) today, about how much money would you receive?
Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN
  IF HH012 ~= RESPONSE THEN
    HH013
      Would you say it would be less or more than $300 pesos?
      1 Less than $300 pesos
      2 More than $300 pesos
      IF HH013 = 1 THEN
        HH014
          Would you say it would be less or more than $200 pesos?
          1 Less than $200 pesos
          2 More than $200 pesos
        ENDIF
      ENDIF
    ENDIF
  ENDIF
ENDIF

HH084
Do you (or your spouse) have any debts which we have not asked about, such as credit cards, medical debts, loans on life insurance, other types of loans? (do not include mortgage debts)
1 Yes
2 No

IF HH084 = Yes THEN
  HH085
    In 2008, how much have you paid in interest on these debts approximately?
    Integer
    IF language <= 3 THEN
      IF HH085 ~= RESPONSE THEN
        HH086
          Would you say that it has been less or more than $2,000 pesos?
          1 Less than $2,000 pesos
          2 More than $2,000 pesos
        ENDIF
      ENDIF
    ENDIF
  ENDIF
ENDIF

Would you say that it has been less or more than $400 pesos?
1. Less than $400 pesos
2. More than $400 pesos

Would you say that it has been less or more than $21,000 pesos?
1. Less than $21,000 pesos
2. More than $21,000 pesos

Now I am going to ask you some questions about the money, gifts, or support that you receive from family or friends or that you give your family or friends.

During the past month, did you receive money from your children, from other relatives, or from neighbors or friends?
1. Yes
2. No

If TO001 = 1 then

From who did you receive money? Note: People who received money from last time are already marked. Please unmark if R did not receive money from anymore.
1. [Names of people]
2. [Names of people]
3. [Names of people]
4. [Names of people]
5. [Names of people]
6. [Names of people]
7. [Names of people]
8. [Names of people]
9. [Names of people]
10. [Names of people]
11. [Names of people]
12. [Names of people]
13. [Names of people]
14. [Names of people]
15. [Names of people]
16. [Names of people]
17. [Names of people]
18. [Names of people]
19. [Names of people]
20. [Names of people]
21. [Names of people]
22. [Names of people]
23. [Names of people]
24. [Names of people]
25. [Names of people]
98. No one helps me
99. Someone not on the list

Loop from 1 to 25 do

If moneyLoopCntp in TO001_1 then

During the past month, how much money did [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] give
IF language <= 3 THEN

IF TO003_p != RESPONSE THEN

TO003_pb1
  Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos?
  | 1 Less than $200 pesos
  | 2 More than $200 pesos

IF TO003_pb1 = 1 THEN

TO003_pb2
  Would you say that it was less or more than $100 pesos?
  | 1 Less than $100 pesos
  | 2 More than $100 pesos
ENDIF

IF TO003_pb1 = 2 THEN

TO003_pb3
  Would you say that it was less or more than $450 pesos?
  | 1 Less than $450 pesos
  | 2 More than $450 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

TO020_pa
  Think about all the times that [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] gave you money since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] has given you money more often, less often, or about the same as a year ago?
  | 1 More often
  | 2 Less often
  | 3 About the same

TO020_pb
  Think about all the money you received from [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] has given you money more than, less than, or about the same amount of money as a year ago?
  | 1 More money
  | 2 Less money
  | 3 About the same amount of money
ENDIF
ENDDO

IF Someone not on the list IN TO001_1 THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 25 DO

IF moneyLoopCnt = 1 OR TO008 = 1 THEN
  [Questions TO002_a[moneyLoopCnt] to TO002_c[moneyLoopCnt] are displayed as a table]

TO002_a
  From who [else/] did you receive money? [IWER: ASK R TO LIST PEOPLE WHO GAVE HIM/HER MONEY FROM THE HIGHEST TO THE LOWEST AMOUNT]
  String

TO002_b
  From who [else/] did you receive [the most:]money?
  String

TO002_c
  From who [else/] did you receive [the most:]money?
  String

TO003
  During the past month, how much money did [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] give you?
  Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN
IF TO003 != RESPONSE THEN

TO003_b1
Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos?
1 Less than $200 pesos
2 More than $200 pesos
IF TO003_b1 = 1 THEN

TO003_b2
Would you say that it was less or more than $100 pesos?
1 Less than $100 pesos
2 More than $100 pesos
ENDIF
IF TO003_b1 = 2 THEN

TO003_b3
Would you say that it was less or more than $450 pesos?
1 Less than $450 pesos
2 More than $450 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF

TO004
What is the relationship of [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] to you?
2 HUSBAND/WIFE
3 SON/DAUGHTER
4 STEPSON/STEPDAUGHTER
5 ADOPTED SON/DAUGHTER
6 PERSON WAS TAKEN IN
7 MOTHER/FATHER
8 FATHER-IN-LAW/MOTHER-IN-LAW
9 GRANDMOTHER/GRANDFATHER
10 GRANDSON/GRANDDAUGHTER
11 GREAT GRANDSON/ GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER
12 SON-IN-LAW/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
13 BROTHER/STEPBROTHER/SISTER/STEPSISTER
14 BROTHER-IN-LAW/SISTER-IN-LAW
15 UNCLE/AUNT
16 NEPHEW/NIECE
17 OTHER RELATIVE
18 NOT RELATED
IF TO004 != 3 THEN

TO005
What is the gender of [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM]?
1 Male
2 Female
ENDIF

TO006
How old is [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM]?
Range: 0..120
Think about all the times that [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] gave you money since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] has given you money more often, less often, or about the same as a year ago?
1 More often
2 Less often
3 About the same
Think about all the money you received from [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] has given you more money, less money, or about the same amount of money as a year ago?
1 More money
2 Less money
3 About the same amount of money
In what state or country does [WHO RECEIVE MONEY FROM] live? [IWER: WRITE THE COUNTRY ON THE NEXT SCREEN]
1 Aguascalientes
2 Baja California Norte
3 Baja California Sur
4 Campeche
5 Coahuila
6 Colima
7 Chiapas
8 Chihuahua
9 DF
10 Durango
11 Guanajuato
12 Guerrero
13 Hidalgo
14 Jalisco
15 México
16 Michoacán
17 Morelos
18 Nayarit
19 Nuevo León
20 Oaxaca
21 Puebla
22 Querétaro
23 Quintana Roo
24 San Luis Potosí
25 Sinaloa
26 Sonora
27 Tabasco
28 Tamaulipas
29 Tlaxcala
30 Veracruz
31 Yucatán
32 Zacatecas
33 United States
34 Other country

IF TO007 = 34 THEN
| TO007_other
| What other country do you mean?
| String
| ENDIF

TO008
Did you receive money from your other children, other relatives, neighbors or friends?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

ENDDO

ENDIF

TO009
During the past month, did you receive any gifts or things from your children, from other relatives, neighbors or friends?
1 Yes
2 No

IF TO009 = 1 THEN
| TO009_1
| From who did you receive gifts or things? IWER: NOTE: PEOPLE WHO RECEIVED GIFTS OR THINGS FROM LAST TIME ARE ALREADY MARKED. PLEASE UNMARK IF R DID NOT RECEIVE PRESENTS OR THINGS FROM ANYMORE.
| 1 [Names of people]
| 2 [Names of people]
| 3 [Names of people]
| 4 [Names of people]
| 5 [Names of people]
| 6 [Names of people]
| 7 [Names of people]
| 8 [Names of people]
| 9 [Names of people]
IF language \( \leq 3 \) THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 25 DO

IF inKindLoopCntp IN TO009_1 THEN

TO011_p

During the past month, how much would it had cost you if you would
had paid yourself for those presents or things that [WHO RECEIVE IN
KIND] gave you?

Integer

IF TO011_p != RESPONSE THEN

TO011_pb1

Would you say it would have been less or more than \$150 pesos?

1 Less than \$150 pesos

2 More than \$150 pesos

IF TO011_pb1 = 1 THEN

TO011_pb2

Would you say it would have been less or more than \$50 pesos?

1 Less than \$50 pesos

2 More than \$50 pesos

ENDIF

IF TO011_pb1 = 2 THEN

TO011_pb3

Would you say it would have been less or more than \$300 pesos?

1 Less than \$300 pesos

2 More than \$300 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

TO211_pa

Think about all the times that [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN-KIND] gave you
presents or things since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st
2009, [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN-KIND] has given you presents and things more
often, less often, or about the same as a year ago?

1 More often

2 Less often

3 About the same

TO211_pb

Think about all the presents and things you received from [WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED
IN-KIND since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st
2009, [WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN-KIND] has given you more presents and things,
fewer presents and things are about the same number of presents and
things as a year ago?

1 More presents and things

2 Fewer presents and things

3 About the same number of presents and things

ENDIF
IF SOMEONE NOT ON THE LIST IN TO09_1 THEN
LOOP FROM 1 TO 25 DO
  IF inKindLoopCnt = 1 OR TO016 = 1 THEN
    [Questions TO010_a[inkindLoopCnt] to TO010_c[inkindLoopCnt] are displayed as a table]
  
  TO010_a
  From who [else/] did you receive presents or things?
  String
  
  TO010_b
  From who [else/] did you receive [the most] presents or things?
  String
  
  TO010_c
  From who [else/] did you receive [the most] presents or things?
  String
  
  TO011
  During the past month, how much would it had cost you if you would
  had paid yourself for those presents or things that [WHO RECEIVE IN
  KIND FROM] gave you?
  Integer
  
  IF language <= 3 THEN
    IF TO011 != RESPONSE THEN
      
      TO011_b1
      Would you say it would have been less or more than $150 pesos?
      | 1 Less than $150 pesos
      | 2 More than $150 pesos
      |
      IF TO011_b1 = 1 THEN
        
        TO011_b2
        Would you say it would have been less or more than $50 pesos per month?
        | 1 Less than $50 pesos
        | 2 More than $50 pesos
        |
        ENDIF
        
        IF TO011_b1 = 2 THEN
          
          TO011_b3
          Would you say it would have been less or more than $300 pesos?
          | 1 Less than $300 pesos
          | 2 More than $300 pesos
          |
          ENDIF
      ENDIF
    ENDIF
  ENDIF

  TO211a
  Think about all the times that [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN KIND] gave you
  presents or things since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since
  January 1st 2009, [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN KIND] has given you presents
  and things more often, less often, or about the same as a year ago?
  | 1 More often
  | 2 Less often
  | 3 About the same

  TO211b
  Think about all the presents and things you received from [FROM WHO
  SHE/HE RECEIVED IN KIND] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that
  since January 1st 2009, [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN KIND] has
  given you more presents and things, fewer presents and things or about the
  same number of presents and things as a year ago?
  | 1 More presents and things
  | 2 Fewer presents and things
  | 3 About the same number of presents and things

  TO012
  What is the relationship of [WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN KIND FROM] to you?
  | 2 HUSBAND/WIFE
3 SON/DAUGHTER
4 STEPSON/STEPDAUGHTER
5 ADOPTED SON/DAUGHTER
6 PERSON WAS TAKEN IN
7 MOTHER/FATHER
8 FATHER-IN-LAW/MOTHER-IN-LAW
9 GRANDMOTHER/GRANDFATHER
10 GRANDSON/GRANDDAUGHTER
11 GREAT GRANDSON/ GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER
12 SON-IN-LAW/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
13 BROTHER/STEPBROTHER/SISTER/STEPSISTER
14 BROTHER-IN-LAW/SISTER-IN-LAW
15 UNCLE/AUNT
16 NEPHEW/NIECE
17 OTHER RELATIVE
18 NOT RELATED

IF TO012 != 3 THEN

TO013
| What is the gender of [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN-KIND]?
| 1 Male
| 2 Female

TO014
| How old is [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN-KIND]?
| Range: 0..120

TO015
| In which state or country does [FROM WHO SHE/HE RECEIVED IN-KIND] live? [IWER: WRITE THE COUNTRY ON THE NEXT SCREEN]
| 1 Aguascalientes
| 2 Baja California Norte
| 3 Baja California Sur
| 4 Campeche
| 5 Coahuila
| 6 Colima
| 7 Chiapas
| 8 Chihuahua
| 9 DF
| 10 Durango
| 11 Guanajuato
| 12 Guerrero
| 13 Hidalgo
| 14 Jalisco
| 15 México
| 16 Michoacán
| 17 Morelos
| 18 Nayarit
| 19 Nuevo León
| 20 Oaxaca
| 21 Puebla
| 22 Querétaro
| 23 Quintana Roo
| 24 San Luis Potosí
| 25 Sinaloa
| 26 Sonora
| 27 Tabasco
| 28 Tamaulipas
| 29 Tlaxcala
| 30 Veracruz
| 31 Yucatán
| 32 Zacatecas
| 33 United States
| 34 Other country
| IF TO015 = 34 THEN
| TO015_other
| | What country do you mean?
| | String
| | ENDIF
| ENDIF

TO016
| Did you receive presents or money from any of your other children,
During the past month, did you give money to children, other relatives, neighbors or friends?
1 Yes
2 No

IF TO017 = 1 THEN

TO017_1
To whom did you give money? NOTE: PEOPLE WHO GAVE MONEY TO LAST TIME ARE ALREADY MARKED. PLEASE UNMARK IF R DID NOT GIVE MONEY TO ANYMORE.
1 [Names of people]
2 [Names of people]
3 [Names of people]
4 [Names of people]
5 [Names of people]
6 [Names of people]
7 [Names of people]
8 [Names of people]
9 [Names of people]
10 [Names of people]
11 [Names of people]
12 [Names of people]
13 [Names of people]
14 [Names of people]
15 [Names of people]
16 [Names of people]
17 [Names of people]
18 [Names of people]
19 [Names of people]
20 [Names of people]
21 [Names of people]
22 [Names of people]
23 [Names of people]
24 [Names of people]
25 [Names of people]
98 NOBODY
99 SOMEONE NOT ON THE LIST

LOOP FROM 1 TO 25 DO
IF giveMoneyLoopCntp IN TO017_1 THEN

TO019_p
During the past month, how much money did you give to [RECEPIENT]?
Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

IF TO019_p != RESPONSE THEN

| TO019_pb1 |
| Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos? |
| 1 Less than $200 pesos |
| 2 More than $200 pesos |

IF TO019_pb1 = 1 THEN

| TO019_pb2 |
| Would you say that it was less or more than $100 pesos? |
| 1 Less than $100 pesos |
| 2 More than $100 pesos |

ENDIF

IF TO019_pb1 = 2 THEN

| TO019_pb3 |
| Would you say that it was less or more than $650 pesos? |
| 1 Less than $650 pesos |
| 2 More than $650 pesos |
Think about all the times that you gave [RECIPIENT] money since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [WHO WHO GIVE MONEY TO] money more often, less often, or about the same as a year ago?
1 More often
2 Less often
3 About the same

Think about all the money you gave [RECIPIENT] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [RECIPIENT] more money, less money or about the same amount of money as a year ago?
1 More money
2 Less money
3 About the same amount of money

During the past month, how much money did you give to [RECIPIENT]?

1 Less than $200 pesos
2 More than $200 pesos

Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos?

1 Less than $100 pesos
2 More than $100 pesos

Would you say that it was less or more than $650 pesos?

1 Less than $650 pesos
2 More than $650 pesos
Think about all the times that you gave [RECEPIENT] money since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [RECEPIENT] money more often, less often, or about the same as a year ago?

1 More often
2 Less often
3 About the same

Think about all the money you gave [RECEPIENT] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [WHO GIVE MONEY TO] more money, less money or about the same amount of money as a year ago?

1 More money
2 Less money
3 About the same amount of money

What is the relationship of [RECEPIENT] to you?

1 HUSBAND/WIFE
2 SON/DAUGHTER
3 STEPSON/STEPDAUGHTER
4 ADOPTED SON/DAUGHTER
5 PERSON WAS TAKEN IN
6 MOTHER/FATHER
7 FATHER-IN-LAW/MOTHER-IN-LAW
8 GRANDMOTHER/GRANDFATHER
9 GRANDSON/GRANDDAUGHTER
10 GRANDSON/GRANDDAUGHTER
11 GREAT GRANDSON/ GREAT GRANDDAUGHTER
12 SON-IN-LAW/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
13 BROTHER/STEPBROTHER/SISTER/STEPSISTER
14 BROTHER-IN-LAW/SISTER-IN-LAW
15 UNCLE/AUNT
16 NEPHEW/NIECE
17 OTHER RELATIVE
18 NOT RELATED

If TO020 != 3 THEN

What is the gender of [RECEPIENT]?

1 Male
2 Female

How old is [RECEPIENT]?

Range: 0..120

In which state or country does [RECEPIENT] live? [IWER: WRITE THE CATEGORY NOT INCLUDED ON THE NEXT SCREEN]

1 Aguascalientes
2 Baja California Norte
3 Baja California Sur
4 Campeche
5 Coahuila
6 Colima
7 Chiapas
8 Chihuahua
9 DF
10 Durango
11 Guanajuato
12 Guerrero
13 Hidalgo
14 Jalisco
15 México
16 Michoacán
17 Morelos
18 Nayarit
19 Nuevo León
20 Oaxaca
21 Puebla
22 Querétaro
23 Quintana Roo
24 San Luis Potosí
25 Sinaloa
26 Sonora
[36x790]| | | | | | 27 Tabasco
| | | | | | 28 Tamaulipas
| | | | | | 29 Tlaxcala
| | | | | | 30 Veracruz
| | | | | | 31 Yucatán
| | | | | | 32 Zacatecas
| | | | | | 33 United States
| | | | | | 34 Other country
| | | | | | IF TO023 = 34 THEN
| | | | | | | | | | TO023_other
| | | | | | | | | | What country do you mean?
| | | | | | | | | | String
| | | | | | | | | | ENDIF
| | | | | | ENDIF
| | | | | | TO024
| | Did you give any money to any of your other children, or to other
| | relatives, neighbors or friends?
| | | | | | 1 Yes
| | | | | | 2 No
| | | | | | ENDIF
| | | | | | ENDDO
| | | | | | ENDIF
| | | | | | TO025
| | During the past month, did you give presents or things to any of your children
| | or to other relatives, neighbors or friends?
| | | | | | 1 Yes
| | | | | | 2 No
| | | | | | IF TO025 = 1 THEN
| | | | | | TO025_1
| | To who did you give presents or things? IWER: NOTE: PEOPLE WHO RGAVE
| | PRESENT OR THINGS TO LAST TIME ARE ALREADY MARKED. PLEASE UNMARK IF RDID
| | NOT GIVE PRESENT OR THINGS TO ANYMORE.
| | | | | | 1 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 2 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 3 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 4 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 5 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 6 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 7 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 8 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 9 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 10 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 11 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 12 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 13 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 14 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 15 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 16 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 17 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 18 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 19 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 20 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 21 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 22 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 23 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 24 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 25 [Names of people]
| | | | | | 98 NOBODY
| | | | | | 99 SOMEONE NOT ON THE LIST
| | | | | | LOOP FROM 1 TO 25 DO
| | | | | | IF giveInKindLoopCntp IN TO025_1 THEN
| | | | | | | | | | TO027_p
| | | | | | | | | | During the past month, what was the total value of the presents or
| | | | | | | | | | things that you gave to [RECEPIENT]?
IF language <= 3 THEN
  IF TO027_p1 != RESPONSE THEN
    IF TO027_pb1 = 1 THEN
      Would you say that it was less or more than $100 pesos?
      1 Less than $100 pesos
      2 More than $100 pesos
    ENDIF
    IF TO027_pb1 = 2 THEN
      Would you say that it was less or more than $50 pesos per month?
      1 Less than $50 pesos
      2 More than $50 pesos
    ENDIF
  ENDIF
ENDIF

TO227_pa
Think about all the times that you gave presents or things to [WHO GIVE IN KIND TO] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN-KIND TO] more presents and things, fewer presents and things, or about the same number of presents and things as a year ago?
  1 More often
  2 Less often
  3 About the same

TO227_pb
Think about all the presents and things you gave to [WHO GIVE IN KIND TO] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN-KIND TO] more presents and things, fewer presents and things, or about the same number of presents and things as a year ago?
  1 More presents and things
  2 Fewer presents and things
  3 About the same number of presents and things

ENDIF
ENDDO

IF SOMEONE NOT ON THE LIST IN TO025_1 THEN
  LOOP FROM 1 TO 25 DO
    IF giveInKindLoopCnt = 1 OR TO032 = 1 THEN
      [Questions TO026_a[giveInKindLoopCnt] to TO026_c[giveInKindLoopCnt] are displayed as a table]
      TO026_a
      To who [else/] did you give [the most/] presents or things?
      String
      TO026_b
      To who [else/] did you give [the most/] presents or things?
      String
      TO026_c
      To who [else/] did you give [the most/] presents or things?
      String
      ENDIF
  ENDIF
ENDIF

TO027
During the past month, what was the total value of the presents or
Think about all the times that you gave presents or things to [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN-KIND TO] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN-KIND TO] presents and things more often, less often, or about the same as a year ago?

1. More often
2. Less often
3. About the same

Think about all the presents and things you gave to [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN-KIND TO] since January 1st 2009. Would you say that since January 1st 2009, you gave [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN-KIND TO] more presents and things, fewer presents and things, or about the same number of presents and things as a year ago?

1. More presents and things
2. Fewer presents and things
3. About the same number of presents and things

What is the relationship of [WHO GIVE IN KIND TO] to you?

1. Husband/Wife
2. Son/Daughter
3. Stepson/Stepdaughter
4. Adopted Son/Daughter
5. Person was taken in
6. Mother/Father
7. Father-in-Law/Mother-in-Law
8. Grandmother/Grandfather
9. Grandson/Granddaughter
10. Great Grandson/Great Granddaughter
11. Son-In-Law/Daughter-In-Law
12. Brother/Stepbrother/Sister/Stepsister
13. Brother-In-Law/Sister-In-Law
14. Uncle/Aunt
15. Nephew/Niece
16. Other Relative
17. Not Related

If TO028 != 3 Then
TO029
What is the gender of [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN-KIND TO]?
1 Male
2 Female

TO030
How old is [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN KIND TO]?
Range: 0..120

TO031
In which state or country does [TO WHO SHE/HE GAVE IN KIND TO] live? [WER: WRITE THE CATEGORY NOT INCLUDED ON THE NEXT SCREEN]
1 Aguascalientes
2 Baja California Norte
3 Baja California Sur
4 Campeche
5 Coahuila
6 Colima
7 Chiapas
8 Chihuahua
9 DF
10 Durango
11 Guanajuato
12 Guerrero
13 Hidalgo
14 Jalisco
15 México
16 Michoacán
17 Morelos
18 Nayarit
19 Nuevo León
20 Oaxaca
21 Puebla
22 Querétaro
23 Quintana Roo
24 San Luis Potosí
25 Sinaloa
26 Sonora
27 Tabasco
28 Tamaulipas
29 Tlaxcala
30 Veracruz
31 Yucatán
32 Zacatecas
33 United States
34 Other country

IF TO031 = 34 THEN
TO031_other
What country do you mean?
String
ENDIF

TO032
Did you give any presents or things to any other children outside the household, other relatives, neighbors or friends?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF
ENDDO

TO036
[WER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE TRANSFERS SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent
IN000
Now I would like to ask you some questions about other sources of income.

IF HH022 = Yes THEN

IN001
Not counting income from your business, in the past month have you done any work for pay?
1 Yes
2 No

IF IN001 = Yes THEN

IN003
How much money did you make in total in the last month in all the jobs you worked?
Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

IN004
Would you say that it was less or more than $800 pesos per month?
1 Less than $800 pesos
2 More than $800 pesos

IF IN004 = 1 THEN

IN005
Would you say that it was less or more than $300 pesos per month?
1 Less than $300 pesos
2 More than $300 pesos

ENDIF

IF IN004 = 2 THEN

IN006
Would you say that it was less or more than $1,500 pesos per month?
1 Less than $1,500 pesos
2 More than $1,500 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ELSE

IN002
In the past month, did you work and get paid?
1 Yes
2 No

IF IN002 = Yes THEN

IN003
How much money did you make in total in the last month in all the jobs you worked?
Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

IN004
Would you say that it was less or more than $800 pesos per month?
1 Less than $800 pesos
2 More than $800 pesos

IF IN004 = 1 THEN

IN005
Would you say that it was less or more than $300 pesos per month?
1 Less than $300 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF
2 More than $300 pesos

ENDIF

IF IN004 = 2 THEN

ENDIF

IF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF

ENDIF

[Questions IN041 to IN041_other are displayed as a table]

IN041

Are you currently receiving benefits from any of the following programs?

1 Oportunidades/Progresa

2 Programa de atención a los adultos mayores

3 Programa 70 y más

4 Procampo

5 Other programs with similar benefits, please specify:

6 NONE

IN041_other

String

LOOP FROM 1 TO 5 DO

IF benefitcounter IN IN041 THEN

[Questions IN042_unit[benefitcounter] to IN042[benefitcounter] are displayed as a table]

IN042_unit

How often do you receive the benefit of this program?

1 Daily

2 Weekly

3 Every two weeks

4 Monthly

5 Every two months

6 Every 6 months

7 Every year

8 Seasonally

IN042

How much do you receive for this?

IN043

Would you say it is less or more than $550 pesos?

1 Less than $550 pesos

2 More than $550 pesos

IN044

Would you say it is less or more than $500 pesos?

1 Less than $500 pesos

2 More than $500 pesos
Would you say it is less or more than $1,000 pesos?

1 Less than $1,000 pesos
2 More than $1,000 pesos

How often do you receive the benefit of [Oportunidades/Progresa Programa de atención a los adultos mayores/Programa 70 y más Procampo]?

1 Daily
2 Weekly
3 Every two weeks
4 Monthly
5 Every 6 months
6 Every year
7 Seasonally

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDDO

IN008

Excluding income you have already mentioned, during the last three months did you receive income from pensions?

1 Yes
2 No

IF IN008 = 1 THEN

IN009

During the last three months did you receive income from retirement pension?

1 Yes
2 No

IF IN009 = Yes THEN

IN010

This pension comes from...?

1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
2 ISSSTE
3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)
4 Private
5 U.S. Social Security
6 Other Institution
7 A person

LOOP FROM 1 TO 7 DO

IF pensioncounter IN IN010 THEN

IN011_1

In what year did you start receiving this pension? [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]

Range: 1900..2009

IN012_1

In the last month, how much money did you receive from [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]

Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

IF IN012_1 != RESPONSE THEN

IN013_1

Would you say it is less or more than $1,800 pesos per month?

1 Less than $1,800 pesos
2 More than $1,800 pesos
IF IN013_1 = 1 THEN
    IN014_1
    Would you say it is less or more than $1,600 pesos per month?
    1 Less than $1,600 pesos
    2 More than $1,600 pesos
ENDIF
IF IN013_1 = 2 THEN
    IN015_1
    Would you say it is less or more than $4,000 pesos per month?
    1 Less than $4,000 pesos
    2 More than $4,000 pesos
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF IP007 = 1 OR IP007 = 5 THEN
    IN016
    If you were to die, could your spouse receive part of this pension?
    [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]
    1 Yes
    2 No
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF IN017 = Yes THEN
    IN018
    This pension comes from...?
    1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
    2 ISSSTE
    3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)
    4 Private
    5 U.S. Social Security
    6 Other Institution
    7 A person
LOOP FROM 1 TO 7 DO
    IF pensioncounter_a IN IN018 THEN
        IN019
        In what year did you start receiving this pension? [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]
        Integer
    IN020
    In the last month, how much money did you receive from [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]
    Integer
    IF IN020 ! = RESPONSE THEN
        IN021
        Would you say that it was less or more than $1,800 pesos per month?
        [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]
        1 Less than $1,800 pesos
        2 More than $1,800 pesos
    ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF IN021 = 1 THEN

Would you say that it was less or more than $1,600 pesos per month?
1 Less than $1,600 pesos
2 More than $1,600 pesos
ENDIF

IF IN021 = 2 THEN

Would you say it was less or more than $4,000 pesos per month?
1 Less than $4,000 pesos
2 More than $4,000 pesos
ENDIF

IF IP007 = 1 OR IP007 = 5 THEN

If you were to die, could your spouse receive part of this pension?
1 Yes
2 No
ENDIF

ENDDO

IF IN025 = Yes THEN

During the last three months did you receive income from disability or work accident pension?
1 Yes
2 No

This pension comes from...
1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
2 ISSSTE
3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)
4 Private
5 U.S. Social Security
6 Other Institution
7 A person

LOOP FROM 1 TO 7 DO

IF pensioncounter_b IN IN026 THEN

In what year did you start receiving this pension?
1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
2 ISSSTE
3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)
4 Private
5 U.S. Social Security
6 Other Institution
7 A person

END

END

END

END

During the last three months did you receive income from disability or work accident pension?
1 Yes
2 No

This pension comes from...
1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
2 ISSSTE
3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)
4 Private
5 U.S. Social Security
6 Other Institution
7 A person

LOOP FROM 1 TO 7 DO

IF pensioncounter_b IN IN026 THEN

In what year did you start receiving this pension?
1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
2 ISSSTE
3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)
4 Private
5 U.S. Social Security
6 Other Institution
7 A person

END

END

END

END
IF IN029 = 1 THEN

IN030

Would you say that it was less or more than $1,600 per month? [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]

1 Less than $1,600 pesos
2 More than $1,600 pesos

ENDIF

IF IN029 = 2 THEN

IN031

Would you say that it was less or more than $4,000 per month? [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]

1 Less than $4,000 pesos
2 More than $4,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF IP007 = 1 OR IP007 = 5 THEN

IN032

If you were to die, could your spouse receive part of this pension? [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person]

1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IN033

During the last three months did you receive income from other pension?

1 Yes
2 No

IF IN033 = Yes THEN

IN034

This pension comes from...

1 IMSS (Seguro Social)
2 ISSSTE
3 Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)
4 Private
5 U.S. Social Security
6 Other Institution
7 A person

LOOP FROM 1 TO 7 DO

IF pensioncounter_c IN IN034 THEN

IN035

In what year did you start receiving this pension? [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person] Integer

IN036

In the last month, how much did you receive from? [IMSS (Seguro Social)/ISSSTE/Other Public Institution (PEMEX, DEFENSA, MARINA, CFE, BANXICO)/Private/U.S. Social Security/Other Institution/A person] Integer
IF IN036 != RESPONSE THEN

IN037
| Would you say that it was less or more than $1,800 pesos per month? |
| 1 Less than $1,800 pesos |
| 2 More than $1,800 pesos |

IF IN037 = 1 THEN

IN038
| Would you say that it was less or more than $1,600 pesos per month? |
| 1 Less than $1,600 pesos |
| 2 More than $1,600 pesos |

ENDIF

IF IN037 = 2 THEN

IN039
| Would you say that it was less or more than $4,000 pesos per month? |
| 1 Less than $4,000 pesos |
| 2 More than $4,000 pesos |

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF IP007 = 1 OR IP007 = 5 THEN

IN040
| If you were to die, could your spouse receive part of this pension? |

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF LH001 = 1 OR LH001 = 2 THEN

IF language <= 3 THEN

[Questions LH002_year to LH002_month are displayed as a table]

LH002_year
| How long were you enrolled in [IMSS/ISSSTE/] in total? |
| Range: 0..120 |

LH002_month
| How long were you enrolled in [IMSS/ISSSTE/] in total? |
| Range: 0..12 |

ENDIF
Did you stop being enrolled in [IMSS/ISSSTE/] at any moment? 
1 Yes  
2 No  

IF LH003 = 1 THEN 

[Questions LH030 to LH030_other are displayed as a table] 

LH030  
Why did you stop making contributions to [IMSS/ISSSTE/]? Check all that apply  
1 SELF EMPLOYED AND NOT REQUIRED TO CONtribute  
2 WORKED FOR COMMISSION AND NOT REQUIRED TO CONTRIBUTE  
3 WORKED FOR A SALARY BUT FOR SHORT TIME ONLY  
4 BOSS/EMPLOYER DIDN'T ENROLL HIM/HER OR DID NOT GIVE HIM/HER INFORMATION TO ENROLL  
5 NEVER HEARD OR DID NOT KNOW ABOUT IMSS/ISSSTE  
6 DIDN'T WANT TO OR WAS NOT ABLE TO PAY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR IMSS/ISSSTE  
7 HAD OTHER FORM OF SAVINGS  
8 NOT INTERESTED  
9 OTHER [SPECIFY:]  

LH030_other  
Why did you stop making contributions to [IMSS/ISSSTE/]? Check all that apply  
String  

ENDIF  

ENDIF  

LH004  
Did you re-enroll in [IMSS/ISSSTE/] at any point? 
1 Yes  
2 No  

ENDIF  

LH005  
Did you contribute for the required number of years to receive a pension?  
1 Yes  
2 No  

IF language < = 3 THEN  

[Questions LH007 to LH007_other are displayed as a table] 

LH007  
Why didn't you enroll in [IMSS/ISSSTE/]? Check all that apply  
1 SELF EMPLOYED AND NOT REQUIRED TO CONTRIBUTE  
2 WORKED FOR COMMISSION AND NOT REQUIRED TO CONTRIBUTE  
3 WORKED FOR A SALARY BUT FOR SHORT TIME ONLY  
4 BOSS/EMPLOYER DIDN'T ENROLL HIM/HER OR DID NOT GIVE HIM/HER INFORMATION TO ENROLL  
5 NEVER HEARD OR DID NOT KNOW ABOUT IMSS/ISSSTE  
6 DIDN'T WANT TO OR WAS NOT ABLE TO PAY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR IMSS/ISSSTE  
7 HAD OTHER FORM OF SAVINGS  
8 NOT INTERESTED  
9 OTHER [SPECIFY:]  

LH007_other  
Why didn't you enroll in [IMSS/ISSSTE/]? [IWER: Check all that apply]  
String  

ENDIF  

ENDIF  

[Questions LH009 to LH009_other are displayed as a table] 

LH009  
How do you currently support yourself? Check all that apply  
1 WITH OWN SAVINGS  
2 RECEIVES A PENSION FROM IMSS OR ISSSTE  
3 RECEIVES A PENSION OR HELP FOR THE ELDERLY FROM THE FEDERAL OR STATE GOVERNMENT  
4 RECEIVES HELP FROM FAMILY  
5 STILL WORKING  
6 OTHER (SPECIFY)  

LH009_other  
How do you currently support yourself? Check all that apply  
String  

IF language < = 3 THEN  

[Questions LH031 to LH031_other are displayed as a table]
The next questions are about the type of work you have done throughout your life. Think about all the jobs you've done in your life. What was the first occupation or the first job you had?

1. Boss at a business or company
2. Self-employed
3. Worked in specific jobs or by commission
4. Salaried employee in the private sector
5. Salaried employed in the public sector (government)
6. Housekeeping / Domestic employee
7. Work at a family business without pay
8. Worked at a private business without pay
9. Other
10. Never worked

The next questions are about the type of work you have done throughout your life. Think about all the jobs you've done in your life. What was the first occupation or the first job you had?

What is the main reason you have never worked?

1. Home-maker
2. Takes care of children or family
3. Has some physical or mental limitation that prevents him/her from working
4. Does not need to work
5. Not able to find work
6. Did not want to work
7. Not allowed to work
8. Other, please specify:

How old were you when you started to work for the first time?

Range: 0..120

What was your main occupation or what type of work did you do most of your life?

1. Boss at a business or company
2. Self-employed
3. Worked by the piece or on commission
4. Salaried employee in the private sector
5. Salaried employed in the public sector (government)
6. Housekeeping / Domestic employee
7. Work at a family business without pay
8. Worked at a private business without pay
9. Other

What was your main occupation or what type of work did you do most of your life?

For how long did you work in that occupation or how long did you do that type of work in total?

Range: 0..120

For how long did you work in that occupation?
How old were you the last time you worked in that occupation or that type of work? Range: 0..120

If LH001 = 1 OR LH001 = 2 THEN

Were you ever enrolled in IMSS or ISSSTE in that occupation or that type of work?
1 Yes, in IMSS
2 Yes, in ISSSTE
3 No

ENDIF

If LH010 = 2 THEN

What were the reasons you were self employed during most of your life? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
1 UNABLE TO FIND WORK AS A SALARIED EMPLOYEE
2 PREFERRED FLEXIBILITY IN WORK HOURS AND NOT HAVING A BOSS
3 FAMILY TRADITION
4 TO HAVE A LARGER INCOME THAN AS A SALARIED EMPLOYEE
5 TO SAVE MORE MONEY
6 OTHER [SPECIFY:]

LH012_other
What were the reasons you were self employed during most of your life? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
String

ENDIF

If LH010 = 4 OR LH010 = 5 OR LH010 = 6 THEN

What were the reasons you worked as a salaried employee for most of your life? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
1 UNABLE TO FIND OTHER WORK
2 BEING SELF EMPLOYED IS NOT STABLE
3 DID NOT HAVE ENOUGH MONEY OR SAVINGS TO START OWN BUSINESS OR TO BE SELF EMPLOYED
4 TO HAVE A LARGER INCOME THAN IF SELF EMPLOYED
5 TO RECEIVE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
6 OTHER [SPECIFY:]

LH013_other
What were the reasons you worked as a salaried employee for most of your life? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
String

ENDIF

In addition to the main job we just talked about, did you have another occupation or did you do some other type of work in your life?
1 Yes
2 No

If LH017 = 1 THEN

Approximately how many times in your life did you switch occupations or the type of work you did?
Range: 0..200

[Questions LH018 to LH018_other are displayed as a table]

In addition to the occupation or job you just told me about, what other work or occupation did you spend the most time at in your life?
1 BOSS AT A BUSINESS OR COMPANY
2 SELF EMPLOYED
In addition to the occupation or job you just told me about, in what other work or occupation did you work most of your life?

[Questions LH019_year to LH019_month are displayed as a table]

How long did you work in that occupation or how long did you do that type of work in total?
Range: 0..120

How long did you work in that occupation or how long did you do that type of work?
Range: 0..12

How old were you when you started to work in that occupation or that type of work?
Range: 0..120

How old were you the last time you worked in that occupation or that type of work?
Range: 0..120

Are you still working?
1 Yes
2 No

If LH027 = 2 THEN

How old were you when you stopped working?
Range: 0..120

[Questions LH040 to LH040_other are displayed as a table]

What was the main reason you stopped working? (Check one)
1 LOST JOB OR JOB ENDED
2 QUIT JOB BECAUSE DIDN'T WANT TO WORK ANY LONGER
3 QUIT JOB FOR FAMILY REASONS
4 UNABLE TO FIND WORK
5 CLOSED OR LEFT SELF OWNED BUSINESS
6 RETIRED
7 UNABLE TO CONTINUE WORKING BECAUSE OF HEALTH OR AGE
8 PREGNANCY AND/OR MATERNAL RESPONSIBILITIES
9 HAD ACCIDENT OR WAS ILL FOR LONG PERIOD OF TIME
10 IN PRISON/JAIL OR OTHERWISE INSTITUTIONALIZED FOR A LONG TIME
11 CAME BACK FROM US
12 GOT DEPORTED FROM US
13 NATURAL PHENOMENON OR EVENT/DISASTER AFFECTED SOURCE OF EMPLOYMENT
14 OTHER (SPECIFY:)

What was the main reason you stopped working? (Check one)
String

ENDIF

If LH027 = 1 THEN

How many hours per week did you work last month?
Integer

Is that the number of hours you normally work?
1 Yes
2 No
IF LH042 = 2 THEN
LH043
How many hours per week do you normally work?
Integer
ENDIF

LH044
How many days per week did you work last month?
Integer

LH045
Is that the number of days you normally work?
1 Yes
2 No
IF LH045 = 2 THEN
LH046
How many hours per week do you normally work?
Integer
ENDIF

LH047
Now I want you to think about July 2008. Were you working at that time?
1 Yes
2 No
IF LH047 = 1 THEN
LH048
How many hours per week did you work in July 2008?
Integer
LH049
Was that the number of hours you normally worked at that time?
1 Yes
2 No
IF LH049 = 2 THEN
LH050
How many hours per week did you normally work at that time?
Integer
ENDIF
LH051
How many days per week did you work in July 2008?
Integer
LH052
Is that the number of days that you normally worked at the time?
1 Yes
2 No
IF LH052 = 2 THEN
LH053
How many days per week did you normally work at that time?
Integer
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
LH066
[WER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE LABOR HISTORY SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent
Next, we will present you with a series of exercises to see how your memory works. I am going to read you a list of words. When I stop, tell me all the words that you can remember. [Questions CO003 to CO003_not are displayed as a table]

I WER: READ THE LIST OF WORDS CLEARLY, ONE EVERY TWO SECONDS. DO NOT REPEAT WORDS AFTER READING THE LIST. MARK THE WORDS MENTIONED BY THE RESPONDENT. ALSO LIST THE WORDS MENTIONED BY THE RESPONDENT THAT ARE NOT ON THE LIST.

1 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
2 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
3 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
4 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
5 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
6 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
7 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
8 [Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]

CO003_not
Words not on the list:
Memo
[Questions CO004 to CO004_not are displayed as a table]

CO004
I am going to read the same list one more time. Again, when I stop, tell me all the words that you can remember, including those that you said before.
I WER: READ THE LIST OF WORDS CLEARLY, ONE EVERY TWO SECONDS. DO NOT REPEAT WORDS AFTER READING THE LIST. MARK THE WORDS MENTIONED BY THE RESPONDENT. ALSO LIST THE WORDS MENTIONED BY THE RESPONDENT THAT ARE NOT ON THE LIST.

1 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]
2 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]
3 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]
4 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]
5 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]
6 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]
7 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]
8 [Pear/Skirt/Chair/Cat/Mouse/Arm/House/Lime/Bed/Cow/Boot/Table/Hand/Lemon/Strawberry]

CO004_not
Words not on the list:
Memo

ENDIF

DP001
Now I am going to ask you some questions about your financial situation.

DP002
In the last three months, did your family or friends pay for your expenses?
Would you say that this is...
1 Not true
2 Sometimes true
3 Often true
4 Always true

IF DP002 = 3 OR DP002 = 4 THEN

DP003
Who paid your expenses?
1 Household member
2 Other

IF language < = 3 THEN

DP004
In the last three months, did you feel you were a burden on your family or friends because they paid for your expenses? IF YES: Would you say that this is...
1 Not true
2 Sometimes true
3 Often true
4 Always true

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF language < = 3 THEN
In the last three months, were there some activities you used to do, but now you can't do due to a lack of money?

1 Yes
2 No

IF DP005 = 1 THEN

[Questions DP006 to DP006_other are displayed as a table]

DP006
Which ones:
1 Donations to church
2 Donations to local parties
3 Friends or family parties
4 Community Activities
5 Help out family members
6 Help others who are not relatives
7 Travel to visit friends or family
8 Others

DP006_other
String

ENDIF

DP007
[IWER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE FINANCIAL DEPENDENCE SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

IF language <= 3 THEN

LF000
Now I am going to ask you some questions about life satisfaction.

LF001
How satisfied are you with your relationship with your family members?
1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied
4 Not satisfied
5 Very unsatisfied

LF002
How satisfied are you with your family household income?
1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied
4 Not satisfied
5 Very unsatisfied

LF003
How satisfied are you with your social contacts and friends?
1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied
4 Not satisfied
5 Very unsatisfied

LF005
How satisfied are you with your job or other daily activities?
1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied
4 Not satisfied
5 Very unsatisfied

LF006
How satisfied are you with your health?
1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied
4 Not satisfied
5 Very unsatisfied
LF007
How satisfied are you with your life in general?
1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied
4 Not satisfied
5 Very unsatisfied

LF008
[IWER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE LIFE SATISFACTION SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

SV001
Now I am going to ask you some questions about your security and safety.

SV002
How often do you feel fearful or anxious about someone robbing you?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

SV003
How often are you fearful that someone close to you will take away your money?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

IF SV003 = 3 OR SV003 = 4 THEN

SV004
Is your money in a safe place?
1 Yes
2 No
ENDIF

SV005
How often do you feel are you verbally or physically abused?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

[Questions CO006 to CO006_not are displayed as a table]

CO006
Recall the long list of words that I read before? Please tell me all of the words of the list that you can remember, in whatever order you wish.
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]
[Cat/Arm/Pear/Lime/Chair/House/Mouse/Skirt/Dog/Hand/Bed/Strawberry/Boot/Lemon/Table/Cow]

CO006_not
Words not on the list:
Memo

SV006
[IWER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE SECURITY AND VIOLENCE SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent
ENDIF

NU000
Now, we will do some questions about the food products you consume.

NU001
How often do you eat dairy products like milk, cheeses, yogurt, etc...?
1 At least once a day
NU002
How often do you eat eggs, beans, lentils, etc.? 
1 At least once a day
2 At least once a week
3 Several times a month
4 Once in a while
5 Never

NU003
How often do you eat meat, poultry or fish? 
1 At least once a day
2 At least once a week
3 Several times a month
4 Once in a while
5 Never

NU004
How often do you eat fruits or vegetables? 
1 At least once a day
2 At least once a week
3 Several times a month
4 Once in a while
5 Never

NU005
How often do you eat tortillas, bread, crackers or other cereals? 
1 At least once a day
2 At least once a week
3 Several times a month
4 Once in a while
5 Never

NU006
In the past three months have you lost weight without trying to or dieting? 
1 Yes
2 No

IF NU006 = 1 THEN

NU007
How much do you think you lost? 
1 Less than one kilo
2 From 1 to 3 kilos
3 More than 3 kilos

ENDIF

NU008
[WER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE HEALTH CARE SERVICE SECTION?]
1 Never
2 A few times
3 Most or all of the time
4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

ENDIF

IF financialR = 1 THEN

HE000
The next questions are about the availability of food in your household and whether you were able to afford the food you needed.

IF language <= 3 THEN

HE001
The next question is about the food that you have in your home. Which of these statements best describes the food eaten in your household during the past 3 months?
1 We had enough to eat and the kinds of food we like.
2 We had enough to eat but not always the kinds of food we like.
3 Sometimes we don't have enough to eat.
4 Or often we didn't have enough to eat.

IF HE001 = 3 OR HE001 = 4 THEN

HE002
Here are some reasons why people don't always have enough to eat. For each one, please tell me if that is a reason why your household didn't always have enough to eat in the last 3 months.
Now I'm going to read you several statements that people have made about their food situation. For each of these statements, please tell me whether the statement was often, sometimes, or never true for you in last 3 months.

1 Not enough money for food
2 Is hard to get to the store
3 Not able to cook
4 Don't have a working stove or refrigerator

HE006

How often in the last 3 months have you been worried that food would run out before you got money to buy more.
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE008

How often in the last 3 months did you run out of food and you didn't have the money or resources to get more.
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE009

How often in the past 3 months, did you or another person ever cut the size of your meals or skip meals because there wasn't enough money to buy food?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE011

How often in the past 3 months, did you or another adult in your household eat less than you felt you should because there wasn't enough money to buy more food?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE012

How often in the past 3 months, were you (or other adults in your household) hungry but didn't eat because you couldn't afford enough food?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE013

In the past 3 months, did you or someone in your household lose weight because you didn't have enough money to buy food?
1 Yes
2 No

HE014

How often in the past 3 months, did you or another person in your household not eat all day because there wasn't enough money for food?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

IF language < = 3 THEN

IF HE014 = 3 OR HE014 = 4 THEN

HE015

How often did this happen? Would you say that almost every month, some months but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months in the past 3 months?
1 Almost every month
2 Some months
3 Only 1 or 2 months
4 Never

ENDIF

ENDIF
HE016
How often in the past 3 months, did you or another person in your household ever get emergency food from a church, government institution or other institution?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

 IF HE016 = 3 OR HE016 = 4 THEN

HE017
How often did this happen? Would you say that almost every month, some months but not every month, or in only 1 or 2 months in the last 3 months?
1 Almost every month
2 Some months
3 Only 1 or 2 months

ENDIF

HE018
How often in the past 3 months, did you or another person in your household eat any meals in a community dining hall or kitchen?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE019
How often in the past 3 months did you receive meals from DIF or another government institution?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE020
How often in the past 3 months did you receive meals from private organizations?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE021
How often in the past 3 months did you receive meals from a neighbor?
1 Never
2 Sometimes
3 Usually
4 Always

HE023
The following questions are about expenses for the household as a whole

HE024
How much did the household spend last week on food eaten at home
Integer

 IF language <= 3 THEN

 IF HE024 != RESPONSE THEN

HE025
Would you say that it was less or more than $300 pesos?
1 Less than $300 pesos
2 More than $300 pesos

 IF HE025 = 1 THEN

HE026
Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos?
1 Less than $200 pesos
2 More than $200 pesos

ENDIF

 IF HE025 = 2 THEN

HE027
Would you say that it was less or more than $500 pesos?
1 Less than $500 pesos
2 More than $500 pesos
How much did the household spend last week on beverages that you drank at home?

Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

IF HE028 != RESPONSE THEN

HE029
Would you say that it was less or more than $100 pesos?

1 Less than $100 pesos
2 More than $100 pesos

IF HE029 = 1 THEN

HE030
Would you say that it was less or more than $50 pesos?

1 Less than $50 pesos
2 More than $50 pesos

ENDIF

IF HE029 = 2 THEN

HE031
Would you say that it was less or more than $150 pesos?

1 Less than $150 pesos
2 More than $150 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

HE032
How much did the household spend last week on food and beverages consumed out of the home?

Integer

IF HE032 != RESPONSE THEN

HE033
Would you say that it was less or more than $200 pesos?

1 Less than $200 pesos
2 More than $200 pesos

IF HE033 = 1 THEN

HE034
Would you say that it was less or more than $50 pesos?

1 Less than $50 pesos
2 More than $50 pesos

ENDIF

IF HE033 = 2 THEN

HE035
Would you say that it was less or more than $400 pesos?

1 Less than $400 pesos
2 More than $400 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

HE036
Did the household receive last week food that it did not have to pay for?

1 Yes
2 No

IF HE036 = 1 THEN
HE037  How much do you think you would have paid if you had bought that food?  
Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

  IF HE037 != RESPONSE THEN

    HE038  Would you say it would have been less or more than $100 pesos?
    | 1 Less than $100 pesos
    | 2 More than $100 pesos
    | IF HE038 = 1 THEN

    HE039  Would you say it would have been less or more than $50 pesos?
    | 1 Less than $50 pesos
    | 2 More than $50 pesos
    | ENDIF
    | IF HE038 = 2 THEN

    HE040  Would you say it would have been less or more than $150 pesos?
    | 1 Less than $150 pesos
    | 2 More than $150 pesos
    | ENDIF
    ENDIF
    ENDIF

HE041  Did the household receive last week beverages that it did not have to pay for?
| 1 Yes
| 2 No

| IF HE041 = 1 THEN

| HE042  How much do you think you would have paid if you had bought those beverages?  
| Integer

  IF language < = 3 THEN

  | IF HE042 != RESPONSE THEN

  | HE043  Would you say it would have been less or more than $100 pesos?
  | 1 Less than $100 pesos
  | 2 More than $100 pesos
  | IF HE043 = 1 THEN

  | HE044  Would you say it would have been less or more than $50 pesos?
  | 1 Less than $50 pesos
  | 2 More than $50 pesos
  | ENDIF
  | IF HE043 = 2 THEN

  | HE045  Would you say it would have been less or more than $150 pesos?
  | 1 Less than $150 pesos
  | 2 More than $150 pesos
  | ENDIF
  | ENDIF
  | ENDIF

|
IF HPsu = 102 THEN
    HE048
    Are you a member of the program RECONOCER?
    IF HE048 = 1 THEN
        [Questions HE046 to HE046_other are displayed as a table]
    ENDIF
    HE046
    Since you started receiving a pension from RECONOCER what have you spent your pension on? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
    1 FOOD
    2 CLEANING AND HOUSEHOLD MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
    3 CLOTHING ARTICLES, SHOES, AND ACCESSORIES
    4 DOCTORS AND MEDICINES
    5 RECREATION
    6 TRANSPORTATION
    7 TELEPHONE, WATER, ELECTRICITY AND GAS
    8 HELPING FAMILY AND FRIENDS LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD
    9 HELPING FAMILY AND FRIENDS LIVING OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD
    10 SAVING MONEY FOR FUTURE EXPENSES (FUNERAL, ETC.), PLEASE SPECIFY ________________
    11 BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
    12 NOT SPENDING MONEY (SAVING IT)
    13 MONEY HAS NOT BEEN SPENT BY RECIPIENT, BUT BY FRIENDS OR FAMILY MEMBERS
    14 OTHER (Specify)
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF HE048 = 1 THEN
    [Questions HE047 to HE047_other are displayed as a table]
ENDIF

HE047
Since you started receiving a pension from RECONOCER what have you spent most of the money on? [CHECK ONE]
    1 FOOD
    2 CLEANING AND HOUSEHOLD MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
    3 CLOTHING ARTICLES, SHOES, AND ACCESSORIES
    4 DOCTORS AND MEDICINES
    5 RECREATION
    6 TRANSPORTATION
    7 TELEPHONE, WATER, ELECTRICITY AND GAS
    8 HELPING FAMILY AND FRIENDS LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD
    9 HELPING FAMILY AND FRIENDS LIVING OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD
    10 SAVING MONEY FOR FUTURE EXPENSES (FUNERAL, ETC.), PLEASE SPECIFY ________________
    11 BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
    12 NOT SPENDING MONEY (SAVING IT)
    13 MONEY HAS NOT BEEN SPENT BY RECIPIENT, BUT BY FRIENDS OR FAMILY MEMBERS
    14 OTHER (Specify)
ENDIF

HE047_other
Since you started receiving a pension from RECONOCER what have you spent your pension on?
    String
    [Questions HE047 to HE047_other are displayed as a table]
ENDIF

HE101
[WER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE SECTION?]
    1 Never
    2 A few times
    3 Most or all of the time
    4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

FP001
    Folio
    String
Now I'm going to ask you about some things you may have bought in the last week.

No input


**FP011_tortilla**
How much tortilla did you buy last week?
Long

**FP012_tortilla**
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

**FP013_tortilla**
How much did you spend last week on tortilla? (capture pesos)
Integer

**FP013_tortilla_d**
How much did you spend last week on tortilla? (capture cents)
Integer

**FP014_tortilla**
Which was the cost per unit of tortilla? (capture pesos)
Integer

**FP014_tortilla_d**
Which was the cost per unit of tortilla? (capture cents)
Integer

**FP015_tortilla**
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

**FP016_tortilla**
Where did you buy tortilla?
String

**FP011_french_bread**
How much french_bread did you buy last week?
Long

**FP012_french_bread**
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

**FP013_french_bread**
How much did you spend last week on french_bread? (capture pesos)
Integer

**FP013_french_bread_d**
How much did you spend last week on french_bread? (capture cents)
Integer

**FP014_french_bread**
Which was the cost per unit of french_bread? (capture pesos)
Integer

**FP014_french_bread_d**
Which was the cost per unit of french_bread? (capture cents)
Integer

**FP015_french_bread**
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

**FP016_french_bread**
Where did you buy french_bread?
String

**fp011_beans**
How much beans did you buy last week?
Long
| FP012_beans  | unit | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |
| FP013_beans  | How much did you spend last week on beans? (capture pesos) | Integer |
| FP013_beans_d| How much did you spend last week on beans? (capture cents) | Integer |
| FP014_beans  | Which was the cost per unit of beans? (capture pesos) | Integer |
| FP014_beans_d| Which was the cost per unit of beans? (capture cents) | Integer |
| FP015_beans  | unit | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |
| FP016_beans  | Where did you buy beans? | String |
| FP011_rice   | How much rice did you buy last week? | Long |
| FP012_rice   | unit | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |
| FP013_rice   | How much did you spend last week on rice? (capture pesos) | Integer |
| FP013_rice_d | How much did you spend last week on rice? (capture cents) | Integer |
| FP014_rice   | Which was the cost per unit of rice? (capture pesos) | Integer |
| FP014_rice_d | Which was the cost per unit of rice? (capture cents) | Integer |
| FP015_rice   | unit | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |
| FP016_rice   | Where did you buy rice? | String |
| FP011_eggs   | How much eggs did you buy last week? | Long |
| FP012_eggs   | unit | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |
FP013_eggs
How much did you spend last week on eggs? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP013_eggs_d
How much did you spend last week on eggs? (capture cents)
Integer

FP014_eggs
Which was the cost per unit of eggs? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP014_eggs_d
Which was the cost per unit of eggs? (capture cents)
Integer

FP015_eggs
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP016_eggs
Where did you buy eggs?
String

FP011_milk
How much milk did you buy last week?
Long

FP012_milk
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP013_milk
How much did you spend last week on milk? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP013_milk_d
How much did you spend last week on milk? (capture cents)
Integer

FP014_milk
Which was the cost per unit of milk? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP014_milk_d
Which was the cost per unit of milk? (capture cents)
Integer

FP015_milk
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP016_milk
Where did you buy milk?
String

FP011_tomato
How much tomato did you buy last week?
Long

FP012_tomato
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP013_tomato
How much did you spend last week on tomato? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP013_tomato_d
How much did you spend last week on tomato? (capture cents)
Integer
FP014_tomato
Which was the cost per unit of tomato? (capture pesos) |
Integer |

FP014_tomato_d
Which was the cost per unit of tomato? (capture cents) |
Integer |

FP015_tomato
 unit |
 1 Kg |
 2 Liter |
 3 Piece |
 4 Package |

FP016_tomato
Where did you buy tomato? |
String |

FP011_onion
How much onion did you buy last week? |
Long |

FP012_onion
 unit |
 1 Kg |
 2 Liter |
 3 Piece |
 4 Package |

FP013_onion
How much did you spend last week on onion? (capture pesos) |
Integer |

FP013_onion_d
How much did you spend last week on onion? (capture cents) |
Integer |

FP014_onion
Which was the cost per unit of onion? (capture pesos) |
Integer |

FP014_onion_d
Which was the cost per unit of onion? (capture cents) |
Integer |

FP015_onion
 unit |
 1 Kg |
 2 Liter |
 3 Piece |
 4 Package |

FP016_onion
Where did you buy onion? |
String |

FP011_potato
How much potato did you buy last week? |
Long |

FP012_potato
 unit |
 1 Kg |
 2 Liter |
 3 Piece |
 4 Package |

FP013_potato
How much did you spend last week on potato? (capture pesos) |
Integer |

FP013_potato_d
How much did you spend last week on potato? (capture cents) |
Integer |

FP014_potato
Which was the cost per unit of potato? (capture pesos) |
Integer |

FP014_potato_d
Which was the cost per unit of potato? (capture cents) |
Integer |
FP015_potato
| unit   | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |

FP016_potato
| Where did you buy potato? | String |

FP011_soda
| How much soda did you buy last week? | Long |

FP012_soda
| unit   | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |

FP013_soda
| How much did you spend last week on soda? (capture pesos) | Integer |

FP013_soda_d
| How much did you spend last week on soda? (capture cents) | Integer |

FP014_soda
| Which was the cost per unit of soda? (capture pesos) | Integer |

FP014_soda_d
| Which was the cost per unit of soda? (capture cents) | Integer |

FP015_soda
| unit   | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |

FP016_soda
| Where did you buy soda? | String |

FP011_sweet_bread
| How much sweet bread did you buy last week? | Long |

FP012_sweet_bread
| unit   | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |

FP013_sweet_bread
| How much did you spend last week on sweet bread? (capture pesos) | Integer |

FP013_sweet_bread_d
| How much did you spend last week on sweet bread? (capture cents) | Integer |

FP014_sweet_bread
| Which was the cost per unit of sweet bread? (capture pesos) | Integer |

FP014_sweet_bread_d
| Which was the cost per unit of sweet bread? (capture cents) | Integer |

FP015_sweet_bread
| unit   | 1 Kg | 2 Liter | 3 Piece | 4 Package |
Where did you buy sweet bread?

How much noodles soup did you buy last week?

unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

How much did you spend last week on noodles soup? (capture pesos)

How much did you spend last week on noodles soup? (capture cents)

Which was the cost per unit of noodles soup? (capture pesos)

Which was the cost per unit of noodles soup? (capture cents)

Where did you buy noodles soup?

How much detergent did you buy last week?

unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

How much did you spend last week on detergent? (capture pesos)

How much did you spend last week on detergent? (capture cents)

Which was the cost per unit of detergent? (capture pesos)

Which was the cost per unit of detergent? (capture cents)

Where did you buy detergent?
FP012_chlorine
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP013_chlorine
How much did you spend last week on chlorine? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP013_chlorine_d
How much did you spend last week on chlorine? (capture cents)
Integer

FP014_chlorine
Which was the cost per unit of chlorine? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP014_chlorine_d
Which was the cost per unit of chlorine? (capture cents)
Integer

FP015_chlorine
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP016_chlorine
Where did you buy chlorine?
String

FP011_zote_soap
How much zote soap did you buy last week?
Long

FP012_zote_soap
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP013_zote_soap
How much did you spend last week on zote soap? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP013_zote_soap_d
How much did you spend last week on zote soap? (capture cents)
Integer

FP014_zote_soap
Which was the cost per unit of zote soap? (capture pesos)
Integer

FP014_zote_soap_d
Which was the cost per unit of zote soap? (capture cents)
Integer

FP015_zote_soap
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP016_zote_soap
Where did you buy zote soap?
String

FP011_toilet_soap
How much toilet soap did you buy last week?
Long

FP012_toilet_soap
unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

FP013_toilet_soap
How much did you spend last week on toilet soap? (capture pesos)
How much did you spend last week on toilet soap? (capture cents)

Which was the cost per unit of toilet soap? (capture pesos)

Which was the cost per unit of toilet soap? (capture cents)

unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

Where did you buy toilet soap?

How much toilet paper did you buy last week?

unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

Where did you buy toilet paper?

How much did you spend last week on toilet paper? (capture pesos)

How much did you spend last week on toilet paper? (capture cents)

Which was the cost per unit of toilet paper? (capture pesos)

Which was the cost per unit of toilet paper? (capture cents)

unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

Where did you buy toothpaste?

How much toothpaste did you buy last week?

unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

How much did you spend last week on toothpaste? (capture pesos)

How much did you spend last week on toothpaste? (capture cents)

Which was the cost per unit of toothpaste? (capture pesos)

Which was the cost per unit of toothpaste? (capture cents)
Which was the cost per unit of toothpaste? (capture cents)

Unit
1 Kg
2 Liter
3 Piece
4 Package

Where did you buy toothpaste?

Comment
Memo

Now I am going to ask you some questions about your house and properties.

What is most of the dwelling’s floor made of?
1 Dirt
2 Cement or foundation
3 Wood, mosaic, tile, or other covering

Do you sleep in the same room use for cooking?
1 Yes
2 No

How many rooms has the dwelling, not including the hallways and bathrooms?
Include the kitchen
Range: 0...15

What is the source of water of this dwelling:
1 Running water inside the dwelling
2 Running water outside of the dwelling but on the lot site
3 Running water from a public faucet or hydrant
4 Water they bring from another household
5 Water from pump
6 Water from a well, river, lake, stream, or other

What kind of bathroom does this dwelling have:
1 Toilet
2 Septic tank
3 Latrine
4 Out house
5 Open toilet

What kind of sewerage system does your house have?
1 Public system
2 Septic tank
3 Pipe system that connects to a ravine or rift
4 Pipe system that connects to a river, lake, or ocean
5 Sinkhole
6 Doesn’t have a sewerage system

Does the dwelling have electricity?
1 Yes
2 No

The fuel that I use the most for cooking is:
1 Gas
2 Wood
3 Charcoal
4 Oil
5 Electricity
HO001
Is the dwelling owned by someone who lives in the dwelling?
1 Yes
2 No

IF HO001 = 1 THEN

HO007
Could you please tell me the name of the owner of this house?
1 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
2 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
3 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
4 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
5 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
6 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
7 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
8 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
9 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
10 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
11 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
12 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
13 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
14 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
15 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
16 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
17 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
18 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
19 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
20 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
21 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
22 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
23 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
24 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
25 [HH MEMBER NAMES]
99 Someone else not on the list

IF HO007 = 99 THEN

HO007_name
Could you please tell me the name of the owner as it appears on the property title?
String
ENDIF

HO008
About how much do you think the property is worth, including the lot and the house? In other words, if it were sold today, about how much money would you receive from the sale?
Integer

IF HO008 != RESPONSE THEN

HO009
Would you say that it is less or more than $100,000 pesos?
1 Less than $100,000 pesos
2 More than $100,000 pesos

IF HO009 = 1 THEN

HO010
Would you say that it is less or more than $60,000 pesos?
1 Less than $60,000 pesos
2 More than $60,000 pesos

ENDIF

IF HO009 = 2 THEN

HO011
Would you say that it is less or more than $200,000 pesos?
1 Less than $200,000 pesos
2 More than $200,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

HO012
Do you (or the owner in the household) still owe money on the house?
1 Yes
2 No
IF HO012 = 1 THEN

HO013
Including all mortgages and loans from the bank and/or family and friends, about how much money do you still owe on the house?
Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

IF HO013 != RESPONSE THEN

HO014
Would you say that it is less or more than $110,000 pesos?
1 Less than $110,000 pesos
2 More than $110,000 pesos

IF HO014 = 1 THEN

HO015
Would you say that it is less or more than $30,000 pesos?
1 Less than $30,000 pesos
2 More than $30,000 pesos

ENDIF

IF HO014 = 2 THEN

HO016
Would you say that it is less or more than $200,000 pesos?
1 Less than $200,000 pesos
2 More than $200,000 pesos

ENDIF

HO017
How much did you pay on interests from these loans in 2009?
Integer

IF language <= 3 THEN

IF HO017 != RESPONSE THEN

HO018
Would you say that it was less or more than $40,000 pesos?
1 Less than $40,000 pesos
2 More than $40,000 pesos

IF HO018 = 1 THEN

HO019
Would you say that it was less or more than $11,000 pesos?
1 Less than $11,000 pesos
2 More than $11,000 pesos

ENDIF

IF HO018 = 2 THEN

HO020
Would you say that it was less or more than $72,000 pesos?
1 Less than $72,000 pesos
2 More than $72,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ELSE

HO002
The dwelling is…
1 Rented
2 Borrowed
3 The house is being looked after by inhabitants
4 Other situation
IF HO002 = 1 THEN

HO003
About how much is the monthly rent?
Integer

IF HO003 != RESPONSE THEN

HO004
Would you say that it is less or more than $1,000 pesos per month?
1 Less than $1,000 pesos
2 More than $1,000 pesos

IF HO004 = 1 THEN

HO005
Would you say that it is less or more than $500 pesos per month?
1 Less than $500 pesos
2 More than $500 pesos

ENDIF

IF HO004 = 2 THEN

HO006
Would you say that it is less or more than $2,000 pesos per month?
1 Less than $2,000 pesos
2 More than $2,000 pesos

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

HO021
Do you have any of the following items functioning in your household?

[IWER: Read the list one by one]
1 Refrigerator
2 Telephone with a land line
3 Cellular/telephone
4 An automobile, truck, or van
5 Bicycle
6 Canoe, boat, or other
7 Motorcycles
8 NONE OF THE ABOVE

IF 16 IN HO021 THEN

[Questions HO058_a to HO058_b are displayed as a table]

HO058_a
How many automobiles, trucks, or vans do you own and if you were to sell
it/them, how much do you think you could get for it/them?
Integer

HO058_b
How many automobiles, trucks, or vans do you own and if you were to sell
it/them, how much do you think you could get for it/them?
Integer

IF language < = 3 THEN

IF HO058_b != RESPONSE THEN

HO059
Would you say that it would be less or more than $12,000 pesos?
1 Less than $12,000 pesos
2 More than $12,000 pesos

IF HO059 = 1 THEN

HO060
Would you say that it would be less or more than $5,000 pesos?
1 Less than $5,000 pesos
2 More than $5,000 pesos

ENDIF

|
IF HO059 = 2 THEN
  HO061
  Would you say that it would be less or more than $20,000 pesos?
  1 Less than $20,000 pesos
  2 More than $20,000 pesos
ENDIF

IF 18 IN HO021 THEN
  [Questions HO054_a to HO054_b are displayed as a table]
  HO054_a
  How many canoe(s) or boat(s) do you own and if you were to sell it/them, how much do you think you could get for it/them?
  Integer

  HO054_b
  How many canoe(s) or boat(s) do you own and if you were to sell it/them, how much do you think you could get for it/them?
  Integer

  IF language <= 3 THEN
    IF HO054_b != RESPONSE THEN
      HO055
      Would you say that it would be less or more than $6,000 pesos?
      1 Less than $6,000 pesos
      2 More than $6,000 pesos
    ENDIF
  ENDIF

  IF HO055 = 1 THEN
    HO056
    Would you say that it would be less or more than $2,000 pesos?
    1 Less than $2,000 pesos
    2 More than $2,000 pesos
  ENDIF
  ENDIF

  IF HO055 = 2 THEN
    HO057
    Would you say that it would be less or more than $10,000 pesos?
    1 Less than $10,000 pesos
    2 More than $10,000 pesos
  ENDIF
  ENDIF
ENDIF

IF 19 IN HO021 THEN
  [Questions HO062_a to HO062_b are displayed as a table]
  HO062_a
  How many motorcycle(s) do you own and if you were to sell it/them, how much do you think you could get for it/them?
  Integer

  HO062_b
  How many [chickens/pigs/turkeys] do you own and if you were to sell it/them, how much do you think you could get for it/them?
  Integer

  IF language <= 3 THEN
    IF HO062_b != RESPONSE THEN
      HO063
      Would you say that it would be less or more than $2,000 pesos?
      1 Less than $2,000 pesos
      2 More than $2,000 pesos
    ENDIF
  ENDIF
ENDIF
IF HO063 = 1 THEN
  HO064
  Would you say that it would be less or more than $1,500 pesos?
  1 Menos de $1,500 pesos
  2 Más de $1,500 pesos
ENDIF
IF HO063 = 2 THEN
  HO065
  Would you say that it would be less or more than $4,000 pesos?
  1 Less than $4,000 pesos
  2 More than $4,000 pesos
ENDIF

[Questions HO066 to HO067[3] are displayed as a table]

HO066
  Do you have animals for breeding in this dwelling intended for sale or consumption?
  1 Chickens
  2 Pigs
  3 Turkeys
  4 Others, please specify:
  5 Others, please specify:
  6 Others, please specify:
  7 None of the above

HO067
  Others
  String

HO067
  Others
  String

HO067
  Others
  String

LOOP FROM 1 TO 6 DO
  IF animalCnt IN HO066 THEN
    HO068_a
    How many [chickens/pigs/turkeys/] do you own?
    Integer
    
    HO068_b
    If you were to sell it/them, how much do you think you could get for it/them?
    Integer
    ENDIF
  ENDDO

HO121
  [IWER: HOW OFTEN DID THE RESPONDENT RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN THE HOUSING SECTION?]
  1 Never
  2 A few times
  3 Most or all of the time
  4 The section was answered by a proxy respondent

[Questions IW001 to IW001_other are displayed as a table]

IW001
  [IWER: Where did this interview take place?] String

IW001_other
  [IWER: Where did this interview take place?] String
IW002
[WER: Was anyone else present who could hear this interview?]
1 Interview was completely private, no one around
2 Someone was in the area but not in the room, could have been overheard
3 Someone was in the room during part of the interview
4 Someone was in the room during all or most of the interview
5 Someone was intentionally listening to the interview

IW003
[WER: What was the language of the interview?]
1 Entirely in Spanish
2 Mainly Spanish, some Mayan
3 Half Spanish, half Mayan
4 Entirely in Mayan
5 Mainly Mayan, some Spanish
6 Mainly Mayan plus some other language (not Spanish)
7 Mainly Spanish plus some other language (not Mayan)

IW004
[WER: Was there any major problem with this interview that makes you doubt the validity of the information?]
1 Yes (Complete Incident Form)
2 No